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vAbstract
Near-surface flow patterns and their influence on local transport processes are inves-
tigated in a horizontal plane with visualization techniques. For this, a new method
was developed that produces tracer particles with high effective Schmidt number
(Sc = O(106)) by chemical reaction directly at the water surface. While different
chemical systems were tried, best results were achieved using the precipitate AgCl,
formed by AgNO3 in the water body and a controlled influx of HCl gas. Trace
amounts of precipitate are made visible by scattering laser light. Using the new
method, the influence of wind induced turbulences at the water interface can be in-
vestigated with previously unachieved sensitivity. Illumination of the wavy water
surface leads to shadowing and lensing effects that become apparent in the image
data and cannot fully be compensated for with image processing.
The results are qualitatively compared to data from active thermography (heat,
Pr ≈ 7) and boundary layer imaging (gas, Sc ≈ 600), showing a close resemblance
of the flow pattern. With higher Schmidt number of the tracer, the structure becomes
more pronounced and higher sensitivity to surface convergence is observed. Exper-
iments with glass spheres (d = 70 µm-2mm, Sc → ∞) were conducted for further
comparison. Tracking of individual particles allows for a precise measurements of
the surface velocity and investigations of the local momentum transfer.
Zusammenfassung
Strömungsmuster nahe der Wasseroberfläche und ihre Auswirkungen auf lokale
Transportprozesse werden mit Visualisierungsmethoden in horizontaler Ebene un-
tersucht. Dafür wurde eine neue Technik entwickelt, die Tracerpartikel mit ho-
her effektiver Schmidtzahl (Sc = O(106)) direkt an der Wasseroberfläche durch
chemische Reaktionen erzeugt. Unter verschiedenen getesteten chemischen Syste-
men ist eine Ausfällung von AgCl, erreicht durch in Wasser gelöstes AgNO3 und
kontrollierte Einfuhr von HCl in den Luftraum, am besten geeignet. Bereits geringe
Teilchenkonzentrationen können durch die Streuung von Laserlicht sichtbar gemacht
werden. Mit der neuen Methode kann der Einfluss von windinduzierten Turbulen-
zen an der Oberfläche mit bisher unerreichter Empfindlichkeit nachgewiesen und
untersucht werden. Für höhere Windbedingungen führen Abschattungen und Re-
flektionen der Beleuchtung an der Wasseroberfläche zu Störungen, welche auch
mit aufwändigen Bildverarbeitungsmethoden nicht hinreichend behoben werden
können.
Die Resultate werden qualitativ mit Daten aus der Thermographie (Wärme, Pr ≈ 7)
sowie der Grenzschichtdickenvisualisierung (Gas, Sc ≈ 600) verglichen, wobei
eine starke Ähnlichkeit der Strömungsmuster beobachtet wird. Mit ansteigender
Schmidtzahl der Tracer wird eine klarere Struktur und größere Empfindlichkeit für
Oberflächenkonvergenz beobachtet. Zum weiteren Vergleich wurden Experimente
mit Glaskugeln (d = 70 µm-2mm, Sc → ∞) durchgeführt. Tracking der einzelnen
Partikel erlaubt eine präzise Bestimmung der Oberflächengeschwindigkeit und eine
Vermessung des lokalen Impulstransfers.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Visualization and imaging techniques are of outstanding importance for the inves-
tigations of spatially and temporally variable structures. With the rise of powerful
computers and digital image sensors, large amounts of data can be recorded and
analysed with ever-growing sensitivity and precision. This makes the analysis of
digital image data to a key technology for further scientific progress. Image process-
ing at the University of Heidelberg started with the investigation of wave dynamics
for air-water exchange processes. Figure [1.1] is an example for the gain of informa-
tion associatedwith this technique. Other research areas followed to benefit from the
manifold opportunities of quantitative image analysis to study dynamic processes
and successfully established it in applications from the movement of motor proteins
up to global gas emissions. The development of new methods and further research
in image processing has therefore high potential to find applications in other fields.
An in many ways challenging problem for image analysis remains to be the transfer
processes between ocean and atmosphere.
The exchange of climate active gases is hereby of special interest for research
as well as for politics and the society. Over the years 2007-2016, the oceans were a
sink for (2.4± 0.5)Gt/yr of CO2, corresponding to a quarter of anthropogenic emis-
sions (Le Quéré et al., 2017). The Fifth Assessment Report of the IPCC shows that the
oceans’ heat uptake of accounts for ca. 93% of the increase in the earths energy in-
ventory for 1971-2010 (Rhein et al., 2013). This shows that a profound theory of the
exchange mechanisms between ocean and atmosphere is necessary for understand-
ing and modelling the earth climate. The influence of various parameters makes
meaningful measurement on the ocean extremely difficult (compare e.g. Garbe et
al., 2014).
Laboratory studies try to split up these complex dependencies and determine
FIGURE 1.1: Comparison of different measurement techniques for
slopes of water waves; left: optical point measurement of the diffrac-
tion pattern of a laser beam (cf. Jähne, 1983b) and right: imaging of
the water surface (Jähne, 1986)
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the effect of isolated factors. In this way, the transfer process is parametrized and
exchange constants can be determined. Within the last years, many imaging tech-
niques were developed, providing further insights into small-scale air-sea interac-
tion. One important focus was on the high-speed measurement of slope and height
of short wind waves (Huhn, 2008; Kiefhaber et al., 2014; Rocholz et al., 2011). Spe-
cial emphasis was also on the realization and improvement of tools to measure the
concentration of gas within the top layer, around 100µm thick, of the moving water
surface. The boundary layer visualization technique called laser-induced fluores-
cence (LIF), established by Münsterer and Jähne (1998), measures the vertical con-
centration profile via chemical reactions in water by observing from the side. The
fluorescence can be induced by dyes that are either sensitive to a change in pH-
value (Herzog, 2010) or quenching effects (Friedl, 2013) due to a tracer gas. Other
developed LIF-based techniques use different optical setups or measure in the air-
sided boundary layer (Krah, 2014; Trofimova, 2015). Conceptual disadvantages of
the LIFmethod in general, are themovement of thewater surface (up and downwith
waves) and the need for very high spatial resolutions to actually visualize the gradi-
ent in the thin boundary layer. Jähne (1986, 1983a, 1985) already proposed methods
to make the horizontal concentration field of gases visible from aerial view. Yet it
took almost 30 years until Kräuter et al. (2014) overcame the experimental difficul-
ties and developed a fluorescence technique to visualize the thickness of the mass
boundary layer for surface patches. With this boundary layer imaging technique
(BLI), flow patterns and wave breaking events are made visible and their influence
onmechanisms of air-sea gas transfer can be studied directly. Unfortunately, suscep-
tible pH-value settings make this method experimentally demanding and it could
not yet be applied outside Heidelberg’s wind-wave facilities.
Alternative approaches use camera imaging of flow tracers (e.g. Banner and Peir-
son, 1998; Rashidi and Banerjee, 1990; Turney and Banerjee, 2013) and temperature
patterns near the air-water interface (e.g. Jessup et al., 1997; Schimpf, Garbe, and
Jähne, 2004; Schnieders et al., 2013). These measurements showed how important
it is to investigate the turbulent near-surface flow patterns and already contributed
a lot to our understanding of the underlying processes. Especially thermography,
the optical investigation of heat transfer, has been proven to be a powerful tool that
can even be applied in field measurements (Nagel, 2014; Schimpf, Nagel, and Jähne,
2011). This provides an important link and indicates to what extend laboratory ex-
periments match the actual conditions on the ocean.
How well the implications and findings between the results of thermography
and BLI translate, and what that means for the relation of the two tracer-species gas
and momentum, is still an open research question. The crucial difference between
the methods is the diffusivity of the tracer. The main objective of this work is to
develop a new visualization method that extends this comparison.
3Chapter 2
Theory
Investigations of gas transfer at the water surface are under the influence of multi-
farious processes. The aim of this chapter is to provide an understandable mathe-
matical background for the natural phenomenons and laboratory observations in-
vestigated in this thesis. Basic quantities and conceptual models for the description
of air-sea gas transfer are introduced. Special emphasis is on the importance of the
Schmidt number as well as the relevance and interpretation of chemical reactions at
the interface. To conclude, an overview is given on the turbulent flow patterns at the
water surface that are crucial for transport mechanisms and are closely investigated
within this work.
2.1 Transport at the Air-Water Interface
Basic transport processes are introduced and it is shown that the transport of mo-
mentum, which introduces turbulence into the water body, is inextricably linked
with the transport of mass (i.e. gas) and heat. For simplification, the water surface
is set in the x-y-plane with the main flow direction x. Hence, u is the stream-wise
and w the vertical component of the velocity field ~u = (u, v,w). Flux densities~j are
assumed to be constant across the surface.
2.1.1 Molecular and Turbulent Transfer Mechanisms
Molecular and turbulent diffusion are the twomajor transport mechanisms bywhich
exchange processes at the water surface are governed. The former process is caused
by the random, undirected motion of particles as a consequence of their thermal
energy. The velocity in this stochastic process follows the Boltzmann distribution
and the motion is described by the random walk model (Pearson, 1905). The other
decisive process is turbulent flow, characterized by chaotic changes in flow velocity
which is described by Kolmogorov (1941, 1962). Since the length scales of turbulent
eddies are typically much larger than the mean free path of the particles, this is the
dominant mixing process. These eddies cannot penetrate the air-water interface due
to the discontinuity in density, and therefore their size is limited to the distance to
the surface. Consequently, turbulent mixing becomes more and more ineffective for
smaller depths (compare Prandtl, 1957). The region, where molecular transport is
the dominant mechanism is called the boundary layer.
These considerations hold regardless of the transported quantity. Therefore, the
flux of mass, heat, as well as momentum can all be described within the same con-
ceptual framework. Whereas a more detailed analysis is provided later in this chap-
ter, their transport in the uppermost layer consequently follows Fick’s first law (Fick,
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1855; Jähne and Haussecker, 1998):
Gas: ~jc = D∇c (2.1)
Heat: ~jh = Dh∇(ρcpT) (2.2)
Momentum: ~jm = ν∇(ρu) ≡ τ (2.3)
where ~j denotes the flux densities, τ is the shear stress at the interface; c is the gas
concentration, cp the specific heat at constant pressure with temperature T, ρ the
density of the medium; D is the diffusion coefficient and Dh, ν its analogues for heat
andmomentum. Given that, the dimensionless Schmidt number is defined for char-
acterization of fluid flows as the ratio of kinematic viscosity and mass diffusivity:
Sc =
ν
D
. (2.4)
Heat flow is described in terms of the equivalent Prandtl number:
Pr =
ν
Dh
. (2.5)
While Prandtl and Schmidt number in the air are typically close to one, they differ
by about two orders of magnitude in water (detailed discussion in section 2.3).
Under the consideration of advective transport in the velocity field ~u = (u, v,w),
the change of concentration with time is predicted by Fick’s second law:
∂c
∂t
+ ~u · ∇c = D∆c. (2.6)
Again, an analogue description can be found for momentum transport by consider-
ing the Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible fluids:
∂~u
∂t
+ (~u · ∇)~u = −1
ρ
∇p+ ν∆~u+ ~f . (2.7)
Assuming no external accelerations ~f and no pressure gradient ∇p, this reduces to:
∂~u
∂t
+ (~u · ∇)~u = ν∆~u. (2.8)
By applying theReynolds decomposition of a quantity x to separate the expecta-
tion value x from its fluctuation x′, a consistent notation for both diffusive transport
mechanisms can be found. Following the derivation in Pope (2009), the transport
equations (2.6) and (2.8) yield the differential equations:
∂ξ
∂t
=
∂
∂z
(
D
∂ξ
∂z
− ξ ′w′
)
with ξ ∈ {c, u}. (2.9)
Integrating these equations and combining them with the continuity equation leads
to constant flux densities:
jc =− D ∂c
∂z
+ c′w′ (2.10)
jm =
(
−ν∂u
∂z
+ u′w′
)
· ρ. (2.11)
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By comparing these results with equations (2.1) and (2.3), it seems natural to define
turbulent equivalents to diffusivity Kc and viscosity Km:
Kc := −c′w′
/ ∂c
∂z
(2.12)
Km := −u′w′
/∂u
∂z
. (2.13)
Thereby, the equations for the density fluxes can be rewritten to:
jc =− (D+ Kc(z)) ∂c
∂z
(2.14)
jm =− (ν+ Km(z)) ∂u
∂z
· ρ. (2.15)
These definitions consequently give rise to the turbulent Schmidt number:
Sct =
Km
Kc
. (2.16)
2.1.2 Parametrization of the Transport Process
To introduce suitable parameters for quantifying the transport mechanism, (2.10)
can be integrated to obtain: ∫ z2
z1
∂c
∂z
dz = −
∫ z2
z1
jc
Kc(z) + D
dz (2.17)
⇒ R2,1 := c(z2)− c(z1)−jc =
∫ z2
z1
1
Kc(z) + D
dz. (2.18)
This quantity R gives ameasure for renitency at the air-water interface to gas transfer
and is therefore called the transfer resistance. Most commonly, its inverse value, the
transfer velocity k is used:
k2,1 :=
1
R2,1
=
−jc
c(z2)− c(z1) , k ≡
j
∆c
. (2.19)
It is important to note that this concept of a transfer velocity is universally appli-
cable, not just to the transport of gas through the surface but also to heat and mo-
mentum. In these cases the foregoing concentration difference there corresponds to
a difference in thermal energy or momentum.
Analogous to the electrical resistance, the total resistance for gas transfer is the
sum of its parts of multiple levels:
R3,1 =
(c(z3)− c(z2)) + (c(z2)− c(z1))
−jc = R3,2 + R2,1. (2.20)
Accordingly, transfer velocities add up reciprocally, so that the smallest rate deter-
mines the overall effectiveness of the process. For most gases, this bottleneck lies in
the aqueous boundary layer.
By extrapolating the linear approximation for the concentration profile at the
water surface, where no turbulent mixing occurs, one obtains a length scale z∗ that
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FIGURE 2.1: Schematic illustration of molecular and viscous bound-
ary layer at the water surface (modified after Degreif, 2006). a Con-
centration profile; discontinuity at the interface due to solubility α
b Velocity profile; u is continuous at the surface, meaning that mo-
mentum is discontinuous due to ρw  ρa.
is defined as the boundary layer thickness:
z∗ := ∆c
/
∂c
∂z
∣∣
z=0 =
D∆c
j
=
D
k
. (2.21)
The thickness of the viscous boundary layer is defined analogously as seen in figure
[2.1]. Directly at the interface, the concentration of a tracer follows Henry’s Law,
cw = αca, (2.22)
with the tracer specific solubility constant α. This is equivalent to the no-slip condi-
tion for momentum transfer at the surface which results in a smooth velocity gradi-
ent. There, an analogous quantity for the solubility ofmomentum can be formulated:
αm =
ρw
ρa
= 828.9. (2.23)
for T = 20 ◦C and p = 1 bar (Haynes, 2016).
2.1.3 Wind and Shear Stress
Experiments by Peirson (1997) and numerical studies by Tsai, Chen, and Moeng
(2005) are in agreement that wind stress does - not directly, but through production
of small-scaled turbulences - control the transport processes.
Figure [2.1] and the equations (2.14) and (2.15) illustrate the already discussed anal-
ogy between gas andmomentum transfer. Themomentumflux is by definition equal
to the surface shear stress in the water τ := jm. This tangential forcing forms shear
layers with vertical momentum transport towards the water-body. As a measure
for turbulent momentum transport at the air-water interface, the so called friction
velocity (since it has the dimensions [ms ]) is introduced:
u∗ =
√
| τ |
ρ
, with u∗ ≡ u∗w =
√
ρa
ρw
u∗a, (2.24)
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where u∗{a,w} corresponds to the air and water side, respectively. In the turbulent
regime, this formulation is equivalent to:
u∗ =
√
u′w′. (2.25)
As already discussed for thewater side, the viscosity term in (2.15) gets negligible
for greater distance to the surface. The wind profile is therefore only dependent on
z and a measure for turbulence. With that, dimensional analysis leads to:
du
dz
= C
u∗
z
(2.26)
int.⇒ u(z) = u∗
κ
ln(
z
z0
), (2.27)
where the reference hight z0 is called the roughness length, correction for surface
properties, and C−1 ≡ κ ≈ 0.41 is the von Kármán constant. This well known loga-
rithmic wind profile (for details see e.g. Roedel, 2000) can be verified in linear wind-
wave facilities. A popular choice as a reference wind speed is u(z = 10m) := u10.
For annular channels like the Aeolotron (description in section 4.1.3) however, drift-
ing effects interfere and the logarithmic profile does not build up. To have an align-
ment of measurement conditions, one has to compare the friction velocities u∗.
The wind induced shear stress leads to a difference between the velocity in the
water bulk ub and directly at the air-water interface usur f . This is described by the
introduction of a dimensionless scaling factor β that can be interpreted as momen-
tum resistance in the water. Following equation (2.24), the shear stress can thus be
expressed as:
τ = ρwu2∗ = ρw
(
∆u
β
)2
. (2.28)
Under the assumption of a constant β and the system being in equilibrium, this can
be used to predict the surface velocity in a wind-wave tunnel. Equilibrium in this
case means that the same amount of momentum that is transferred to the water by
the wind is dissipated due to friction at the walls:
Asur f · τsur f = Awall · τwall (2.29)
Asur f · ρw
(
usur f − ub
β
)2
= Awall · ρw
(
ub − 0
β
)2
(2.30)
⇒ usur f = ub
(
1+
√
Awall
Asur f
)
. (2.31)
With the assumption that the momentum transfer at the interface is of the same na-
ture as at the wall β cancels out. The velocity at the wall is set to zero according to
the no slip condition. Hence, the surface velocity is only dependent on the bulk ve-
locity and the ratio between the area of the water surface Asur f to the combined area
of the walls Awall . The subtractive solution of the quadratic equation is physically
not meaningful.
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2.2 Gas Exchange Models
Conceptual models for the transport processes at the air-water interface provide an
intuitive understanding of the underlying principles. In this section, semi-empirical
models of turbulent gas exchange are presented and discussed. Thereby will be
assumed that the dominant transfer resistance lies on the water-side of the interface.
2.2.1 Film Model
As the simplest case, Whitman (1923) divided the water body in two zones. Below
the boundary layer at z = z∗, the water is well mixed by turbulence, the zone above
is purely governed by molecular diffusion. This assumption of an immediate switch
of regimes is clearly oversimplified, it is however still useful for approximations.
Since it ignores the contribution of small eddies to the mixing in the boundary layer,
it provides a lower limit for the transfer velocity. Integration of equation (2.18) for
Kc(z < z∗) = 0 leads to an inversely proportional relationship of transfer velocity
and Schmidt number:
k =
D
z∗
⇒ k ∝ Sc−1. (2.32)
2.2.2 Diffusion Model
Following the idea proposed in section 2.1.1, Deacon (1977) assumed a continuously
decreasing eddy size towards the water surface with K(z = 0) = 0. He proposed a
behaviour of K based on the velocity profile by Reichardt (1951) for a smooth water
surface (for simplicity, assume Sct ≡ 1):
K(z) = Sc Dκzl
(
z+
zl
− tanh z+
zl
)
, (2.33)
with the von Kármán constant κ, the dimensionless thickness of a smooth wall
z+ = u∗zν , and a constant dimensionless depth zl ≡ 11.7 (determined so that (2.33)
is in accordance with a logarithmic velocity profile). With that, the integral for the
transfer resistance of equation (2.18) can be approximated numerically. Integration
from the surface until a reference depth zr ≡ 50 νu∗ yields:
R =
∫ 50 νu∗
0
dz
K(z) + D
=
Sc
u∗
∫ 50
0
dz+
1+ K(z)D
. (2.34)
For small Schmidt numbers and therefore air-sided control (in greater detail in sec-
tion 2.3), this leads to a dimensionless transfer resistance (R+ = u∗ · R) of:
R+,a = 15.2 Sc0.61 for: 0.6 < Sc < 10. (2.35)
For water-sided control, i.e. higher Schmidt numbers the result reads:
R+,w = 12.1 Sc2/3 + 2.7 log10(Sc) + 2.90 for: Sc > 10 (2.36)
⇒ k+ := ku∗ ≈
1
12.1
Sc−2/3 for: Sc > 100. (2.37)
Thus, the transfer velocity of heat (with a Prandtl or Schmidt number of 7 at 20◦C,)
is in a different regime than most gases.
This model is in good agreement with empirical measurements for lowwind speeds.
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FIGURE 2.2: Drawing of the surface renewal and concentration
profiles before and after a surface renewal event (from Asher and
Pankow, 1991)
For higher values, the assumption of a smooth surface is not valid anymore and the
model systematically underestimates measured values.
2.2.3 Surface Renewal Model
In the surface renewal model, first proposed by Higbie (1935), gas transport is as-
sumed to be a mainly statistical process. With some probability, turbulent eddies
reach into the boundary layer and transport the surface concentration cs into the
bulk (cb). While it was first assumed, that the renewal rate is periodic, Harriott (1962)
proposed it to be a random process. Jähne (1985) generalized this by also allowing
for a dependence to the depth z to obtain a renewal rate λ = γpzp with the exponent
p ∈ {0, 1} and the associated constant of proportionality γp. In this model, that ex-
pression is responsible for turbulent transport. Inserting it in the averaged turbulent
transport equation leads to:
0 =
∂c
∂t
(2.9)
= D
∂2c
∂z2
+
∂
∂z
c′w′ (2.38)
0 = D
∂2c
∂z2
− λc. (2.39)
Solving this differential equation for the depth independent case of p = 0 leads to
c(z) = cb + (cs − cb) exp
(
− z
z∗
)
, (2.40)
with the effective thickness z∗ =
√
D
λ . Directly at the surface, only molecular dif-
fusion contributes to the transport velocity k =
√
λD. Dimensional analysis shows
[λ] = 1s = [
u2∗
ν ] and by introducing the dimensionless scaling factor β (as described
in section 2.1.3), one obtains:
k =
u∗
β
Sc−1/2. (2.41)
This relation however only holds for p = 0 which is equivalent to a free (or wavy)
water surface. The general relation for p is given by Jähne et al. (1989) to be:
k =
u∗
βp
Sc−
p+1
p+2 . (2.42)
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FIGURE 2.3: Schematic illustration of the discussed models (modified
after Schimpf, 2000)
The other important case of a smooth water surface is described by p = 1 and there-
fore results in a Schmidt number dependency of k ∝ Sc−2/3.
One of the motivations for developing a new visualization method for gas trans-
fer was to directly capture these renewal events on the air-water interface. It was
presumed that evenly distributed particles on the surface should show areas of re-
newed surface as illustrated in figure [2.2].
2.2.4 Summary and Facet Model
As an overview, figure [2.3] provides an intuitive image of the models discussed so
far. Their predictions for the concentration profile in the boundary layer vary with
the different assumptions and can be investigated with laser induced fluorescence
(LIF) techniques as for instance by Münsterer, Mayer, and Jähne (1995).
For the transfer velocity, though, they all lead to the following general form:
kbc =
u∗
βbc
Sc−nbc , (2.43)
where the subscript bc ∈ {w, s} indicates the dependency on boundary conditions
(wavy or smooth) and the Schmidt number exponent n is introduced. Consequently,
under the same boundary conditions two tracers (A&B) can be - independently from
the assumed model - compared by Schmidt number scaling:
kA
kB
=
(
ScA
ScB
)−n
⇒ n = − ln(
kA
kB
)
ln( ScAScB )
. (2.44)
As already stated in section 2.2.3, n = 1/2 corresponds here to a wavy, and n = 2/3
to a smooth water surface. This allows to measure the transition from the air-water
interface from a rigid wall to a free surface. With known Schmidt numbers, the
transfer velocities of two tracers can be measured simultaneously to directly obtain
n. The binary classification of the water surface as rigid wall on the one hand and
free interface on the other is however not an accurate description of the reality. In
fact, the transition from a smooth to a wavy surface is gradual (compare Jähne et al.,
1987) and the wavy fraction is denoted as aw ∈ [0, 1] with aw + as = 1. Combining
these two states of changing boundary conditions in a closed form reads:
k = (1− aw)u∗
βs
Sc−ns + aw
u∗
βw
Sc−nw . (2.45)
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FIGURE 2.4: Diagram showing the Schmidt numbers of momen-
tum, heat and gases with their solubility. Lines indicate temperature
ranges [◦C], filled circles: 20◦C (from Jähne and Haussecker, 1998)
This is the so called Facet Model as described in further detail by Jähne et al. (2007).
Despite the profound theory backing up this model, its predictions for the transfer
velocity are in poor agreement with experimental data (cf. Krall, 2013).
2.3 Influence of the Schmidt Number
The Schmidt number is the only tracer-specific quantity that plays a role for the
transfer velocity (cf. equation (2.43)). Together with the solubility of a tracer, it deter-
mines the control regime of the exchange process as seen in figure [2.4]. By splitting
up the transfer resistance at the surface as proposed by Liss and Slater (1974):
Rtotal = Rw + αRa, (2.46)
the regimes are either air- (α 1ka  1kw ) or water-sided (α 1ka  1kw ) or in a transition
zone where none of the resistances is dominant.
A strong dependency of the Schmidt number on temperature is apparent in fig-
ure [2.4]. Since the temperature dependence of kinematic viscosity and mass dif-
fusivity have opposite signs, this was found to be as high as (4-6)% per K (Jähne,
Heinz, and Dietrich, 1987).
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FIGURE 2.5: Comparison of electrochemical transfer velocity mea-
surements for high Schmidt numbers by Shaw and Hanratty (1977)
(notation: K+∞ ≡ k+)
Detailed experiments by Shaw and Hanratty (1977) measure mass transfer for
a smooth surface with electrochemical methods, covering a Schmidt number range
from 630-37000. Results are shown in figure [2.5] and the dependency is described
by:
k+ = 0.0889 Sc−0.704. (2.47)
This is in close agreement with the theoretical prediction by Deacon (1977), in equa-
tion (2.37). The deviation in the exponent n means that for Sc → ∞, the analogy
between momentum and mass transfer does not hold anymore. More detailed cal-
culations by (Campbell and Hanratty, 1983), based on a non-linear model result in
n = 0.7.
To calculate the Schmidt number for a specific tracer, one needs to know its dif-
fusion constant. In liquids, it can be determined via the Stokes-Einstein equation
(see Einstein (1905) with proof for the general case in Kubo (1966)):
D =
kBT
6piηr
, (2.48)
with the thermal energy kbT and the dynamic viscosity η. Consequently, the Schmidt
number of particles is determined by:
Sc =
η
ρD
= r · 6piη
2
ρkBT
(2.49)
≈ r · (3.6 · 1012m−1) for water at 25◦C. (2.50)
At a given temperature, the Schmidt number of a tracer in water is therefore
solely dependent on the radius r. For a rough estimate, the particles in this work
(see for example in figure [2.6]) are assumed to be circular with a radius of 1− 2µm.
With (2.50), this leads to Schmidt numbers of Sc ≈ 5 · 106.
The larger the tracer particles get, the less their transport is hence governed by
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FIGURE 2.6: View on the reaction product BaSO3 for the precipitate
reaction imaging method developed in this work. Captured with a
scanning electron microscope. More details in section 3.2.2 and A.
TABLE 2.1: Comparison of Schmidt numbers for different tracers
Heat Gases Precipitates
Schmidt number O(10) O(103) O(106)
Visualization via Thermography BLI PRIM
(see 3.1.1) (see 3.1.2) (this work, see 3.2)
Brownian motion. This makes the bottleneck for mass transport even smaller and
the transfer velocity sinks according to equation (2.47). On the other hand, for larger
particles with larger mass, gravitational influence has to be taken into account. This
leads to a sedimentation process where suspended particles fall/sink through the
liquid. The sinkage velocity corresponds then to an additional transfer velocity ksed
through the mass boundary layer. By considering the extreme cases of high transfer
velocity and fast settling, there has to be a minimum for the transport velocity where
the diffusion is small enough and the sedimentation not that strong yet. The analo-
gous process of particle deposition (out of the air onto surfaces) is of high interest in
aerosol physics. Möller and Schumann (1970) measured the deposition velocity from
air on water for a large range of (air-) diffusion coefficients and observed aminimum
in deposition velocity at a particle radius of rmin ≈ (0.1-1)µm. Model estimations for
aerosol particle deposition on natural water surfaces by Williams (1982) are consis-
tent with this order of magnitude. This suggests that the produced particles still
have a high effective Schmidt number, if sedimentation is taken into account.
2.4 Influence of Chemical Reactions
The concentration profile of a tracer can also be influenced by its reactivity. One
prominent example is the green house gas CO2 that occurs in the ocean to 91% in
form of hydrogen carbonate HCO3 – (Rhein et al., 2013). Chemical reactions act as
an additional contribution to the transfer velocity of a tracer. It provides a sink in
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the boundary layer in the respect that concentration does not decrease by diffusion
but through conversion. In this thesis, a visualization technique is developed that
uses a reaction product on the water surface as tracer. The following considerations
provide a framework on which such a method can be built upon.
The influence of chemical reactions on the transfer velocity is calculated for the
example of a tracer A and reaction partner B following Cussler (2009, chap. 17):
A+ B −−→ P (2.51)
∂[A]
∂t
= −r1·[A] ≡ −r1 · c (first order) (2.52)
= −r2·[A] · [B] ≡ −r2 · c · h (second order), (2.53)
with the reaction rates of first r1 or second order r2 reactions, and the concentrations
c and h. The system is described adapting the simple film model1.
If one reagent, B in this example, is present in excess, the reaction can be approx-
imated to be of first order, i.e. only dependent on the concentration of the absorbed
gas. The transport equation (2.9) can then be formulated to:
0 = D
∂2c
∂z2
− r1 · c (2.54)
⇒ c(z) = γ1 exp
√
r1
D z +γ2 exp
−
√
r1
D z . (2.55)
The integration constants γ1,2 have to be chosen in accordance to Henry’s Law (2.22)
and the assumption, that the concentration of the absorbed gas in the bulk is zero.
This can be expressed through the following boundary conditions:
c(z = 0) = cw,s = αca,s (2.56)
c(z = z∗) = 0. (2.57)
Integration consequently leads to following concentration profile in the film:
c(z) = cw,s
sinh
(√
r1
D (z∗ − z)
)
sinh
(√
r1
D z∗
) . (2.58)
It is important to note that for an inert gas with r1 → 0, this preserves the linear
profile of the film model. The flux at the interface is calculated by:
jc = −D ∂c
∂z
∣∣
z=0 (2.59)
= cw,s ·
√
r1D
cosh
(√
r1
D (z∗ − z)
)
sinh
(√
r1
D z∗
) ∣∣z=0 (2.60)
⇒ kchem =
√
r1D coth
(√
r1
D
z∗
)
. (2.61)
This closed form reduces, like expected, to k = Dz∗ for r1 → 0 and for fast reactions it
becomes
√
D · r1 as illustrated in figure [2.7].
1The following results can be extended to gas exchange models other than the filmmodel (Astarita,
Bisio, and Savage, 1983) but do not provide significant improvements (Cussler, 2009).
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FIGURE 2.7: Behaviour of the transfer velocity of a (hypothetical) first
order reaction with faster reaction rates.
Most processes however are not adequately described with first order reactions
and the concentration h of the reactant B has to be considered, too. The mass balance
then has to be formulated for both reagents:
0 = DA · ∂
2c
∂z2
− r2 · c · h (2.62)
0 = DB · ∂
2h
∂z2
− r2 · c · h, (2.63)
with boundary conditions similar to (2.57):
c(z = 0) = cw,s and
∂h
∂z
∣∣
z=0 = 0 (2.64)
c(z = z∗) = 0 and h(z = z∗) = hb, (2.65)
with hb as the bulk concentration of the water-sided reagent. Whereas the general
equations have to be solved numerically, important special cases can be derived an-
alytically. For a high, and therefore approximately unchanging, concentration of the
solute reagent B, the reaction can be considered to be of first order and is solved by
equation (2.61). Another interesting limiting case, illustrated in figure [2.8] appears
when the reaction is instantaneous and non-reversible. This has as a consequence,
that A and B cannot coexist and the reaction has no leftover reactants. The stoichio-
metric ratio νAnA + νBnB = νPnP, with the amounts of moles n and the stoichio-
metric coefficient ν := νAνB is then equivalent to a balance in fluxes at the reaction
front zR:
νjA + jB = 0. (2.66)
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FIGURE 2.8: Sketches of concentration profiles for a second order
chemical reaction in the filmmodel and the limiting cases where reac-
tants cannot coexist (middle) or B is present in excess (right)(modified
after Cussler, 2009).
With diffusion as the only possible transport process, this is equivalent to two films
with the thickness zR and (z∗− zR), respectively. The fluxes are accordingly given by:
jA = cw,s
DA
zR
(2.67)
jB = −hb DBz∗ − zR (2.68)
⇒ zR = DAcw,sjA = z∗ −
DBhb
νjA
. (2.69)
Solving the last equation and reordering the terms appropriately yields:
jA = cw,s · DAz∗
(
1+
DBhb
νDAcw,s
)
(2.70)
⇒ kchem = k′
(
1+
DBhb
νDAcw,s
)
(2.71)
⇒ zR = z∗
1+ DBhbνDAcw,s
. (2.72)
The transport velocity was identified according to equation (2.19) and the transfer
rate without reaction k′ = DAz∗ .
Considering these limiting cases provides powerful tools to estimate the influ-
ence of chemical reactions to the transport process. The bottom line for this work
is the finding that for fast, irreversible reactions with B being present in excess, the
production of P can be assumed to be directly at the interface.
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2.5 Near-Surface Flow
For an incompressible Newtonian fluid, the continuity equation at the water surface
means that horizontal velocity gradients have to be compensated by vertical flow:
∇ · ~u = 0 ⇔ ∂u
∂x
∣∣
z=0 +
∂v
∂y
∣∣
z=0 = −
∂w
∂z
∣∣
z=0. (2.73)
Convergence and divergence zones at the surface are therefore directly related to
transport processes and the thickness of the aqueous boundary layer.
This section will sketch the further physical transport mechanisms of wind forc-
ing (section 2.1.3) to near-surface turbulence, and therefore higher exchange rates.
2.5.1 Waves
Wind blowing over an area of water generates Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, re-
sulting in surface displacements. The most influential variables under laboratory
conditions are the wind speed and fetch, the length of water over which a given
wind has blown. For a free surface, the dispersion relation between wave number
k := 2piλ and frequency ω is given by (details e.g. in Kundu, 2008):
ω =
√
k
(
g+
σk2
ρ
)
tanh(kh) (2.74)
≈
√
k
(
g+
σk2
ρ
)
, (2.75)
with the surface tension σ, gravitational acceleration g and an approximation for
large water depth h > λ2 . Depending on whether the principal restoring force is
gravity (ω ≈ √gk) or surface tension, they are called gravity waves (large wave-
length) or capillary waves (high curvature), respectively. The phase velocity:
c(k) =
ω
k
=
√
g
k
+
σk
ρ
, (2.76)
can therefore be approximated to ccap ∝
√
k for the small wavelength of capillary
waves and to cgrav ∝ 1√k for gravity waves. In the transition range, both types have
similar phase velocities and parasitic capillaries can form on the leeward faces of grav-
ity waves. Within this linear wave theory, fluid parcels below the surface follow
closed ellipses. Stokes (1847) provides a framework to describe more complex wave
forms, resulting in spiral movement. This Stokes drift (details e.g. in Kundu, 2008)
leads to a mean particle drift with us = 2S0e2βz ≈ O(1%) of the linear wave speed
(empirical constants S0, β) (Thorpe, 2004).
There is a critical surface stress, where the speed of a portion of the fluid at the
wave crest overtakes the rest of its form. As a result, large amounts of wave energy
are transformed into turbulence. This is called wave breaking and can be an influ-
ential factor for the enhancement of gas transfer. For large wind speeds, this effect is
accompanied with the production of droplets and bubbles, enhancing the transport
mechanisms substantially (cf. Flothow, 2017; Mischler, Krall, and Jähne, 2015; Woolf
and Monahan, 1993). Within the scope of this thesis, only small to moderate wind
speeds are considered so that these large wave effects do not play a role.
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FIGURE 2.9: Langmuir circulations on the Neckar in Heidelberg with
sketches of the surface velocity u and Langmuir cells (modified after
Kräuter, 2015)
2.5.2 Microscale Breaking
Waves can however also break without air entrainment which is called microscale
breaking and was first mentioned by Banner and Phillips (1974). Typically, micro-
breakingwaves have an amplitude ofO(1− 10)cm and awavelength ofO(0.1− 1)m
(Zappa, Asher, and Jessup, 2001). Parasitic capillary waves ride on the forward face
of a bore-like wave crest with a region of high vorticity underneath (Ebuchi, Kawa-
mura, and Toba, 1987; Jessup et al., 1997). In contrast to whitecapping breakers, that
occur not until way higher wind speeds (see Melville, 1996), wave crests of micro-
breakers can propagate for a noticeable distance. During the process, they dissipate
energy and consequently their amplitude decreases significantly (Garbe et al., 2014).
Models by Csanady (1990) show a significant enhancement of transport processes
for moderate wind speeds due to the thinning of the aqueous boundary layer by
generating surface divergence during breaking. Experimental data by Peirson and
Banner (2003) shows that microscale breaking is a very efficient mechanism and the
dominant process in enhancement of air-water exchange at moderate wind speeds
(consistent with Bock et al., 1999; Jähne et al., 1987; Peirson, Walker, and Banner,
2014). Zappa, Asher, and Jessup (2001) show that the transfer velocity is linearly
correlated with the area coverage of microscale breaking waves. Behind a micro-
breaking crest, turbulence is enhanced and the transport of heat and mass between
the surface and water bulk is therefore more efficient.
2.5.3 Langmuir Circulation
When wind is steadily blowing over water bodies, one is likely to observe narrow
bands of foam, bubbles or aquatic plants. These windrows were first described by
Langmuir (1938), who reported on the accumulation of seaweed parallel to the wind.
Langmuir circulations are generated through a coupling of surface waves and
wind induced shear stress (Garrett and Smith, 1976). The vorticity ~ω = ∇ × ~u
is stretched and tilted as a consequence of the Stokes drift interacting with wind-
driven shear current. This process is described by following equations of motion
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(Leibovich, 1983; Thorpe, 2004):
∂u
∂t
+ v
∂u
∂y
+ w
∂u
∂z
= La∇2u (2.77)
∂Ω
∂t
+ v
∂Ω
∂y
+ w
∂Ω
∂z
= La∇2Ω− dus
dz
∂u
∂y
, (2.78)
with the dimensionless Langmuir number La, a measure for the balance of diffusion
of downwind vorticity and vorticity production through the Stokes shift, govern-
ing the flow. Solving these equations leads to patterns of mean flow as sketched in
figure [2.9]. Counter-rotating vortices are generated, resulting in regions of conver-
gence and divergence at the surface.
A dominant characteristic at higher wind speeds are instabilities in the paral-
lel streak pattern by the formation of Y junctions. These junctions preferably point
downwind with an angle of about 30◦ between the two side branches (Farmer and
Li, 1995).
Whereas this process is long known on the ocean, rivers and lakes with dis-
tances between streaks of O(1-100)m, laboratory investigations observed these pat-
terns also at scales of O(1-10)cm (Caulliez, 1998). Melville, Shear, and Veron (1998)
showed that the these smaller structures are in fact caused by the same mechanism
and are therefore called micro Langmuir, or just Langmuir cells. The onset of this
process enhances the heat and gas transfer by a factor of 1.7-2 (Veron and Melville,
2001). This makes Langmuir circulation to a dominant factor in the regime where
waves occur (Stokes drift is necessary for their formation) but are not turbulently
breaking yet.
2.5.4 Shear Induced Surface Patterns
Numerical simulations (Handler, Smith, and Leighton, 2001; Tsai, Chen, andMoeng,
2005) and laboratory experiments (Rashidi and Banerjee, 1990) showed that coher-
ent turbulent structures can also evolve without surface waves. Handler, Smith, and
Leighton (2001) observed small scale heat patterns in thermal images (method de-
scribed in section 3.1.1) and simulations, caused solely by shear turbulence. On the
surface, they form overlapping laminae with a headtail structure and were named
fish scales, accordingly. The correlation length perpendicular to the wind between
these streaky patterns is consistently (Handler, Savelyev, and Lindsey, 2012; Han-
dler, Smith, and Leighton, 2001; Schnieders et al., 2013; Scott, Handler, and Smith,
2008; Tsai, Chen, and Moeng, 2005) found to be log-normally distributed around:
l+ :=
u∗
ν
l ≈ 100, (2.79)
with the streak spacing l, non-dimensionalized by the quotient of friction velocity
and kinematic viscosity u∗ν that corresponds to the thickness of the viscous boundary
layer (Grassl, 1976).
Whereas it is generally agreed upon that streaky patterns are caused by shear
induced turbulence, their nature and formation mechanism is not yet resolved. Tsai,
Chen, and Moeng (2005) suggest a stretching of vortex lines by the flow, to form
horse shoe vortices as illustrated in figure [2.10] and described in detail by Tsai
(1998). They are found in simulations to imping on the surface, break, and appear
as two vortex connections with opposite sign. This is thought to cause upwelling of
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FIGURE 2.10: Illustration of a horse shoe vortex, moving upwards
the surface. The head of the vortex lines breaks by bursting to the
interface (from Tsai, 2007).
bulk-water and explain small scale convergence and divergence zones at the inter-
face.
2.5.5 Summary and Characteristic Regimes
The types of coherent motion, populating the air-water interface are gravity waves,
capillary ripples, Langmuir circulations and quasi-streamwise eddies. Recent progress
in decomposition of thermal image data (Lu, Tsai, and Jähne, unpub.) attributes a
similar contribution to these individual flow processes2 of ≈ (20-30)% (under labo-
ratory conditions at intermediate wind speed).
The results are in agreement with recent findings of Turney (2016) and can be
summed up to the following3:
At low wind speeds of u∗ < 0.35 cm/s, waves are not contributing yet and therefore
streaky structures of shear induced turbulence dominate the transfer process.
For 0.35 cm/s < u∗ < 0.74 cm/s, surface waves and shear current grow, promoting
the formation of Langmuir cells. They can be distinguished from solely shear in-
duced streaks by a further longitudinal extend and longer persistence at the surface.
Gravity waves, Langmuir cells and coherent turbulent vortices contribute about the
same amount in this regime. Capillary waves are generating high near-surface ve-
locity divergence but due to short lifetimes and small shear rates, their effective con-
tribution is shown to be small (Turney, 2016).
At wind speeds of u∗ > 0.74 cm/s, waves start to break turbulently and boundary
layer disruptions as a consequence of microscale breaking events contribute most to
the transport.
As the wind is increased further to values u∗ ∼ 1.3 cm/s, breaking waves lead to
transverse turbulent eddies that dominate the transfer.
Measurements and observations within the scope of this thesis are conducted at
low fetches of F ∼ 2m. The wave field is therefore to a lesser extend developed,
resulting in systematic deviations of the u∗ values provided in this section.
2The algorithm seems to overestimate the contributions of capillary waves, since surface signatures
of strong turbulence of wave breaking events are attributed to their footprints.
3The reference wind speeds are for a fetch of ∼ 9m and a tracer scaled to Sc = 600, following
equation (2.44) with the assumption of n = 0.5. For consistency with this work, wind speeds are
converted to u∗w.
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Chapter 3
Methods
The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a new visualization tech-
nique of near-surface flow patterns for the investigation of transport processes. This
chapter describes the conceptual ideas behind the experimental methods for hor-
izontal imaging of the water surface.Analysing such image data seems to be the
most promising approach to determine the individual contributions of characteristic
flow processes to air-water gas transfer. At first, an overview of the two established
techniques to visualize heat and gas transfer is provided. Results of these meth-
ods are later discussed in comparison to the newly developed techniques and are
used to analyse the Schmidt number scalability. Focus is set on the description of
the functioning principle of the precipitation reaction imaging method (PRIM) and
the discussion of potential chemical systems. This work provides the first success-
ful realization of this technique since its proposal by Jähne (1983a). While the main
conceptual difference between active thermography and BLI is the diffusivity of the
tracer (∼100 times higher for heat), the diffusivity in the new method is again lower
by almost three orders of magnitude. Additionally, the use of macroscopic tracer
particles as further reference and for flow visualizations in the viscous boundary
layer is discussed.
3.1 Established Visualization Methods
For a comparison of the experimental results of the different visualization methods,
it is essential to know where the observed signals come from and what informa-
tion they actually convey. Only by understanding the conceptual processes that the
methods target to display, the grey values in the resulting image data can be com-
pared and interpreted properly.
3.1.1 Thermography
Thermography is a way to visualize the temperature, and thus heat fluxes, at the
water surface. There are three main passage ways for heat at the air-sea interface.
Sensible heat flux is a consequence of a potential temperature difference between air
and water according to the first law of thermodynamics. Following Planck’s Law,
radiative heat flux is due to electromagnetic radiation generated by thermal motion.
During winter nights, when the air is far colder than the water, the ocean radiates
up to 200Wm−2 into the atmosphere (Saunders, 1967), while during bright sun-
shine the flux can be with up to 500Wm−2 towards the water body (Fairall et al.,
1996). The other important contribution is due to the enthalpy of water evapora-
tion, known as latent heat flux. The energy needed for the phase transition of water
molecules cools the water close to the interface. This process is dependent on the
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air humidity ϕ and accounts at typical values of ϕ = (60− 80)% for a flux of about
140Wm−2 (Garbe, 2001).
This effect causes the so-called cool skin of the ocean, meaning a typically negative
net heat flux between air and ocean, with the surface temperature being below that
of the water bulk. Transport processes at the interface are therefore associated with
locally increased surface temperatures. This gives rise to distinct patterns at the
interface that are observed with infrared cameras in passive thermography.
Active thermography on the other hand, uses additional heat sources, deposit-
ing a controlled amount of thermal energy onto the surface (controlled flux, Jähne
et al., 1989). As described earlier, heat can be used as a proxy tracer for gas ex-
change by scaling the Schmidt (or in this case Prandtl) number according to equa-
tion (2.44). While this method was consequently used to determine transfer veloc-
ities (e.g. Garbe, Spies, and Jähne, 2003; Kunz, 2017; Nagel, 2014), the important
aspect for this study is its potential to investigate near surface turbulence. High
temporal and spacial resolutions made it possible to observe the thermal footprints
of Langmuir circulations, streaky shear induced structures (fish scales) and surface
disruptions attributed to microscale breaking (e.g. Handler, Savelyev, and Lindsey,
2012; Handler, Smith, and Leighton, 2001; Schnieders et al., 2013; Veron, Melville,
and Lenain, 2011).
The heat exchange is found to be symmetric, i.e. active invasion and passive
evasion experiments lead to analogous findings. Data from active thermography
is better comparable with the other imaging techniques and therefore used in this
study.
3.1.2 Boundary Layer Imaging
The boundary layer imaging method is inspired by the investigations of gas absorp-
tion of Hiby (1968) and Hiby, Braun, and Eickel (1967) and was proposed in this
form by Jähne (1985). It was successfully implemented by Kräuter et al. (2014) and
is since then actively used as a measurement technique. A detailed description of
the method can be found in (Kräuter, 2015). The basic idea is to map the concentra-
FIGURE 3.1: Schematic illustration of the concentration profile for the
involved components of the BLI method (from Kräuter, 2015). The
alkaline gas R reacts to RH+ by increasing the pH value at the surface.
For high concentrations in the air space, an alkaline layer with the
thickness zn (neutral) forms, inducing a fluorescence intensity I. The
concentration of R is > 0, if pH(solution)>pKa(R).
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tion gradient of gas transfer onto a gradient of pH-values. A fluorescent indicator
in the water-body makes high concentrations directly visible. For an alkaline tracer
gas, the pH value in the water body has to be low to generate the reaction front
described in section 2.4 and seen in figure [3.1].
With the use of suitable illumination sources, fluorescent light is observed as
soon as the pH value reaches 7 while the pH value in the bulk is set to 4, meaning
that influx of gas is not automatically entailing a signal but has to exceed this thresh-
old. Streaks observed with BLI appear therefore to be thinner than they really are.
The signal is integrated over the column of water below the surface and the depth
of the signal cannot be measured. In convergence zones on the surface, the water
enriched with alkaline gas is pushed together and fluorescence is high. In surface
regions of divergence, acid bulk water is welling up, lowering the pH value below
the threshold.
The concept is hence similar to active thermography. It is however important to
stress that whereas in thermal imaging, grey values correspond to temperatures, in
BLI they do not correspond to pH values as one might assume. Since fluorescence is
a binary process in terms of acidity, signal strength solely depends on the thickness of
the alkaline (i.e. the boundary-) layer. These effects have found to correlate strongly
(Kräuter, 2015) as numerical simulations of wind waves suggest (Tsai et al., 2013).
3.2 Precipitation Reaction Imaging Method
The newly developed PRIM technique aims to make gas exchange directly visible.
Tracer particles form by chemical reaction immediately at the interface and align in
accordance to near surface flow patterns. One reagent is dissolved in the water-body
in form of a salt and its reaction partner is provided by a gas in the air-space. The
reactants form an insoluble salt at the interface and this reaction product is used as
the tracer for gas exchange. The produced amount is made visible by scattered light
from a suitable illumination source and captured on an image sensor.
Although this idea is not a new one (Jähne, 1983a), no experimental results on it
have been published yet.
3.2.1 Basic Requirements
The desired chemical process is a precipitation reaction, as demonstrated in figure
[3.2]. This is the combination of cations and anions in an aqueous solution to form an
insoluble solid, called a precipitate. In the common example of a double replacement
reaction, this means:
AB(aq) +CD(aq) −−→ AD(aq) + BC ↓ , (3.1)
where BC, an insoluble salt, is designated as a solid. The complete ionic equation of
this example is given by (electrical charge of ions ≡ 1 for simplicity):
A+(aq) + B
−
(aq) +C
+
(aq) +D
−
(aq) −−→ A+(aq) +D−(aq) + BC ↓ . (3.2)
The so-called spectator ions A+(aq) and D
–
(aq) do not contribute to the reaction and can
therefore be left out. The net ionic reaction then reads:
B−(aq) +C
+
(aq) −−→ BC ↓ . (3.3)
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FIGURE 3.2: Image of preliminary tests of the reaction with different
concentrations. In this example, precipitation of BaSO3 is observed.
The downwards facing ’fingers’ are due to advection of the infusing
gas.
For this process to occur, the product’s solubility is assumed to be extremely small.
The heterogeneous equilibrium between a salt and the dissolved ions in a saturated
solution is described by the solubility product:
Ksp = [Aq+]p[Bp−]q for (ApBq) ↓ −−⇀↽− pAq+(aq) + qBp−(aq). (3.4)
Consequently, the reagents for this application should be chosen so that Ksp → 0.
This theoretical case can be conceived in a way that every ion pair reacts imme-
diately upon contact. In this way, the precipitate can be observed as soon as the
concentration fields of ions overlap. The overlapping area is getting infinitesimally
small for Ksp → 0.
If the concentration of the water-sided reagent is large enough, this means ac-
cording to the preliminary considerations in section 2.4, that the precipitation reac-
tion occurs at the very top of the boundary layer.
In the case of high air-sided concentrations, it can occur that not enough reaction
partners are in the boundary layer. If at the surface the water-sided reagent is chem-
ically used up completely, the reaction partners have to diffuse towards each other.
This process is water-sided dominated and comparatively very slow. The precipitate
is then produced at the reaction front within the boundary layer and not directly at
the surface as desired. Hence, the concentration in the water hb should be chosen
much higher than the concentration of the gas at the surface due to Henry’s law
cw,s. With this being the case, the chemical reaction takes place directly at the wa-
ter surface and the amount of tracer particles is air-sided controlled. The observed
grey values in the image data, i.e. the behaviour of the tracer, is then exclusively
determined by the properties of the precipitate (not by the gas anymore).
This resulting tracer is desired to have a high effective Schmidt number. As dis-
cussed in section 2.3, the crucial factor for this purpose is the tracer’s radius. This
determines its properties in respect to diffusivity and sedimentation. More complex
behaviour, like formation of particle clusters or interaction with the environment has
also been taken into account.
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FIGURE 3.3: Ratio of ion species in aqueous solutions of sulfur diox-
ide (sulfurous acid) depending on the pH value. For pH= pKa, the
respective proportions are 50%.
The desired candidate for a long dwelling time in the boundary layer should
therefore react fast, be chemically stable and have a (unchanging) size of ≈ 1µm (cf.
section 2.3) to diffuse slowly while not sinking.
3.2.2 Chemical System
To meet the above requirements on the experimental setup, three chemical systems
were investigated. Their underlying reactions and conceptual pros and cons are
listed here, and images of the tracer particles themselves, taken with a scanning
electron microscope, are provided.
Barium Sulfite
The choice of the first chemical system was motivated by simultaneous measure-
ments of air-sided laser induced fluorescence (LIF) of sulfur dioxide (SO2). The nat-
ural occurring, toxic gas is highly soluble in water (cf. figure [2.4]) with α > 104. It
forms sulfurous acid, while H2SO3 is not found in solutions. The chemical equilib-
rium is determined by the reactions1:
SO2(aq) +H2O −−⇀↽− HSO3−(aq) +H+ (3.5)
HSO3−(aq) −−⇀↽− SO32−(aq) +H+, (3.6)
with the acidities: HSO3− : pKa1 = 1.85 and SO32− : pKa2 = 6.99 (Wiberg, Wiberg,
and Holleman, 2007). The resulting proportions of the different species is hence
dependent on the pH value and can be illustrated in a so-called Bjerrum plot in figure
[3.3].
A suitable water-sided reaction partner was found with Barium (Ba) since the
solubility product of the reaction product barium sulfite (BaSO3) is sufficiently small:
KBaSO3sp = 5.0× 10−10 (Haynes, 2016).
1Throughout this work, the aqueous cation hydroniumH3O+ is (according to the literature) written
as H+ for simplicity.
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FIGURE 3.4: SEM image of the tracer BaSO3. A picture with higher
magnification is given figure [2.6], this view should emphasize the
conformity of the particles. Figure [3.2] shows this tracer in water.
Barium in form of the salt barium chloride (BaCl2) has a solubility in water of
35.8 g
100ml at 20
◦C (Haynes, 2016). The net ionic reaction of the desired precipitation is
given by:
SO32−(aq) + Ba2+(aq) −−→ BaSO3 ↓ . (3.7)
The uniform shape of the resulting salt seen in figure [3.4] reminds of the formation
mechanism of hollow columns at snow flakes (Libbrecht, 2016). Spectroscopic anal-
ysis provided in appendix A confirms that indeed BaSO3 is the precipitating reaction
product.
Whereas the tracer itself fulfils the desired requirements, the chemical reaction
turns out to be experimentally hard to control. To provide SO32− in excess at the
water surface, it is not sufficient to set the pH value according to figure [3.3], since
the intake of SO2 in the boundary layer leads to locally higher concentrations of H+
ions. With a lower pH value in the boundary layer, a significant amount of HSO3−
is present and not reacting, but getting transported to lower depth. In the more
alkaline bulk, the ion is then likely to form SO32− and react to BaSO3, leading to
precipitate below the surface and hard to interpret results.
An additional complication is due to a possible transition of the system to a dif-
ferent reaction with atmospheric carbon dioxide.
Barium Carbonate
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is also able to form a insoluble salt together with barium,
namely barium carbonate (BaCO3). Its solubility product is K
BaCO3
sp = 2.58× 10−9
(Haynes, 2016) and therefore still sufficient as precipitate. As seen in the Bjerrum
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FIGURE 3.5: Ratio of ion species in aqueous solutions of carbon
dioxide (carbonic acid) depending on the pH value, analogous to fig-
ure [3.3].
plot (figure [3.5]) for CO2 in fresh water2, CO32– is not present for neutral pH values.
The acidities of carbonic acid are HCO3 – : pKa1 = 6.35 and CO32– : pKa2 = 10.33
(Wiberg, Wiberg, and Holleman, 2007).
To obtain the desired precipitation reaction:
CO32−(aq) + Ba2+(aq) −−→ BaCO3 ↓ , (3.8)
it is therefore necessary to increase the pH value considerably. This was achieved by
adding the strong lye sodium hydroxide (NaOH) to the system.
According to section 2.4, the reaction with the OH– ions affects also the absorp-
tion rate of CO2. Following the approximations of Jähne (1980) (neglecting the first
term in equation (2.55)), the concentration profile for CO2 has the form:
c = αca exp(− zz ), with: (3.9)
z =
√
D
r · h , (3.10)
where the penetration depth z depends on the concentration of OH– h, the diffusion
constant D and the reaction rate of CO2 and OH– r = 6.9 · 103 lmol s (Kern, 1960). The
penetration depth hence increases exponentially with lower concentrations of OH–
until it is transported in the bulk by turbulence.
CO2 occurs with ∼400ppm in the atmosphere and is dissolved in purified water,
where it causes the pH value to be acidic (∼ 5.5). This makes it hard to control the
concentrations for triggering the precipitation reaction in a controlled way.
Silver Chloride
Subsequently to the experimental difficulties with the reviewed tracers, a new chem-
ical system was tested. Silver chloride is well known for its low solubility and the
precipitation reaction between silver nitrate (AgNO3) and sodium chloride (NaCl) is
2While this assumed for any statement throughout this thesis, it is worth mentioning here since
common illustrations use oceanic conditions, considering the buffering effect in the ocean.
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FIGURE 3.6: SEM image of the potential tracer BaCO3. The picture
shows the tendency of the crystals to cluster to larger compounds.
one of the most famous in chemistry. The solubility product is KAgClsp = 1.77× 10−10
(Haynes, 2016). AgNO3 is with a solubility in water of
256 g
100ml at 25
◦C (Haynes, 2016)
used to provide the water-sided reagent. Hydrogen chloride gas (HCl) is given in
the air space. Upon contact with water, it forms the strong hydrochloric acid that
dissolves instantaneously to H+ and Cl– . The precipitation reaction therefore reads:
Ag+(aq) +Cl
−
(aq) −−→ AgCl ↓ , (3.11)
with the spectator ions H+ and NO3 – , lowering the pH value in the water over time.
The reaction is effectively independent of the solution’s pH value, it has merely an
effect on the solubility of HCl. Since that is given with KH = 2.04 · 106 mol2atm kg2 (Clegg
and Brimblecombe, 1986; Sander, 2015) it is high enough and not relevant for the
considerations in this work.
The major conceptual drawback of this method is the well-known photosensitiv-
ity of AgCl (cf. Gilleo, 1953):
2 hν+ 2AgCl −−→ 2Ag+Cl2 ↑ . (3.12)
Whereas this is still used as a feature in analog photography and X-ray units, it is
hard to quantify the influence of that effect in this framework. In the spectroscopic
analysis with the SEM (cf. appendix A) can be seen that for the tracer particle in
figure [3.7], the Cl2 already dissipated.
This use of AgNO3 and HCl has in preliminary experiments proven to be the
best suitable chemical system available. Possible improvements could be achieved
by using silver bromide (AgBr) with an even lower solubility of KAgBrsp = 5.35× 10−13
(Haynes, 2016). This would provide the system with further sensitivity. Right now,
a potential concentration of hAg+ = 10−3 and cCl− = 1.77 · 10−7 can coexist without
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FIGURE 3.7: SEM images of the main tracer of this work, AgCl; top:
overview of the particles and their different shapes; bottom: one ex-
ample of the precipitate’s shape.
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FIGURE 3.8: Small, hollow glass bubbles under an incident light mi-
croscope, recorded with a Basler ace camera.
any reaction being observable; that would consequently change to a value of cBr− =
5.35 · 10−10.
3.3 Macroscopic Tracer
The search for tracers with high Schmidt numbers motivated experiments macro-
scopic tracer particles. Hollow glass spheres are expected to stay on the water sur-
face and align in accordance to the near surface flow pattern. This is by construction
not a technique that aims to visualize transport processes; of interest are the (two
dimensional) flow patterns and especially convergence and divergence zones at the
surface. This is in contrast to most comparable experiments that aim to observe 3D
flow and vertical transport (Turney and Banerjee, 2013).
Different diameter were tested to find a suitable size for the tracer. As seed-
ing particles, hollow micro glass balls with a density of 0.12 gcm3 and a diameter of
65-75µm are used (figure [3.8]). In addition, Poraver lightweight filler particles with
diameters of 0.1mm–2mm and a particle density of 0.39 gcm3 are tested. The latter
are not hollow but porous and have interesting surface properties as seen in figure
[3.9]. Despite their big size and high buoyancy, they are found to immerse into the
water and line up with the interface. This is attributed to their rough, porous surface
and the surface tension of the water. By sticking out, the tracer directly provides the
wind with a target and does not necessarily move with the velocity of the viscous
boundary layer anymore. In this case however, the particle’s diameter ideally deter-
mines its penetration depth in the viscous boundary layer. By using different tracer
sizes, a velocity distribution as a function of penetration depth can be measured.
A conceptual disadvantage of this method however is the potential influence of
the particles on the flow field. The glass bubbles may interact and collide among
themselves, altering the observations.
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FIGURE 3.9: Poraver (size category: 1mm–2mm) glass bubble under
the SEM for a better depth of field. The big indentation at the bottom
is due to preparation with forceps.
In this work, the emphasis is on a comparison of the flow patterns of the different
tracer. As long as no turbulent wave breaking occurs, these glass bubbles stay on the
surface, showing the behaviour of Sc → ∞. This basically expands table [2.1] by an
additional column.
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With a clear conception of the visualization method, the major challenge is to de-
velop a sensitive setup that is able to detect evenminimal amounts of the precipitate.
The implementation of PRIM’s underlying idea (section 3.2) is described in detail.
Focus is set on experimental challenges and on the individual components that were
used to overcome them. In the course of this study, experiments were conducted
in three different wind-wave channels at the Institute of Environmental Physics Hei-
delberg which are introduced shortly. For better comparability, the setups of other
visualization approaches are also outlined.
4.1 Wind-Wave Facilities
Experiments were performed in three different wind-wave tunnels at the Institute
of Environmental Physics Heidelberg. The Linear Visualization-Test Wind-Wave Tank
(Benjamin) was used for preliminary tests and for a proof of concept. Subsequently,
the setup for PRIM was developed at the more suitable Heidelberg Linear Wind-Wave
Tunnel. The comparison data were obtained in the large annular wind-wave facility
(Aeolotron). This is also where themeasurements with glass bubbles were conducted.
Wind speeds applied at the different channels can be compared by using the friction
velocity u∗ as described in 2.1.3.
4.1.1 The Linear Visualization-Test Wind-Wave Tank
The test wind-wave tunnel Benjamin was built by Warken (2010) and Winter (2011)
and a more detailed description of the facility can be found in their theses. It is well
suited for the tests of new measurement techniques because of good optical access
and a small water (22l) and air (220l) volume. This allows for fast mixing times and
experimentation with a large range of concentrations. The tank has a small total size
with 4m in length, 1.5m in height and a width of 1m. An overview of the setup and
geometry is given in figure [4.1]. The convenience for measurements at this tank
comes with drawbacks in respect to unrealistic wave formation and non-optimized
flow field. Mainly responsible is the low water depth and the deepening in the
central section which introduces additional eddies.
4.1.2 The Heidelberg Linear Wind-Wave Tunnel
The larger linear tunnel satisfies experimental demands way better. A detailed de-
scription of this tank is provided by Herzog (2010), who built it in the framework
of her thesis. It was designed for optimized optical access, chemical resistance and
high quality of flow. Due to the linear shape, a logarithmic wind profile is present,
allowing for u∗ measurements. The dimensions and instrumentation of the facility
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FIGURE 4.1: Schematic drawings of the setup (top view) and the wa-
ter channel with all important dimensions of the Benjamin tank (mod-
ified after Winter, 2011).
FIGURE 4.2: Sketch of the Heidelberg Linear Wind-Wave Tunnel from
the side (modified after Friedl, 2013). The third bypass (red cross)
was not used in this work.
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FIGURE 4.3: Cross section of the water segment, showing the tilted
side window (glass in grey, black indicates non-transparent PCV)
(Friedl, 2013). Experiments in this work were conducted with a water
height of 9 cm.
are shown in figure [4.2]. Total air volume is (3.3± 0.3)m3 with a water capacity of
(126± 8)l and additional 24l in the tubes. The maximum fetch length is 3.66m with
visual access from 35 cm to 255 cm and a water surface area of about 1.28m2. Wave
reflections are suppressed by a 80 cm long wave breaker at the end. Pure water with
a conductivity of less than 0.1 µS/cm is used for the experiments.
Optical access from the top, bottom as well as from the side (compare figure [4.3])
allows for manifold illumination angles and camera perspectives.
4.1.3 Aeolotron
With a circumference of 27.3m at the inner wall, a width of 60 cm and 2.41m in
height, the annular Aeolotron far bigger than the described linear tanks. The water
depth during experiments is set to 1.00m, resulting in a water volume of 18.0m3 and
24.3m3 of air-space. Experiments are conducted with purified water and further de-
tail is provided by Richter (2009). Recent modifications, including the installation
of additional wind turbines, make a stronger and more homogeneous wind field
possible. All measurements associated with this work were conducted after the in-
stallation of the two additional fans. The global friction velocity u∗ is measured by
impulse balance method as described by Bopp (2014). Local variations of the veloc-
ity field with the new axial fans are not yet determined but are assumed to be within
the error range of±10%. This means, the conditions are approximately the same ev-
erywhere in the tank and, due to the geometry, the fetch length is infinite. Since field
measurements on the ocean also have approximately unlimited fetch, this models
more realistic conditions than linear facilities. In addition, homogeneous flow con-
ditions allow for better interpretations of integrated measurements, like mass bal-
ance for gas exchange. It can however still be desirable to measure at a certain fetch,
for example to investigate the generation of waves and turbulence or to compare
experimental findings with other facilities. Figure [4.4] shows the installation of a
wave absorber that can be moved around to measure at fetches of any fraction of the
channel’s circumference. At the end of the absorber, waves are fully suppressed and
have to rebuild.
Almost a third of the water surface is visible through a large window. Segment
13 has optical access from the top and the bottom, as well as a narrow window
at the inner wall, allowing for measurements at varying water heights. A large,
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FIGURE 4.4: Schematic image of the Aeolotron (left, modified after
Kunz, 2017) and a picture of the interior with installed wave absorber
(right, from Kropp, 2015).
programmable LED light source is mounted underneath the water flume as part
of the imaging slope gauge (ISG) measurement system. Together with a high-speed
camera, wave slopes can be determined based on the shape from refraction principle
(for details see Kiefhaber et al., 2014).
4.1.4 Surface Tracking Setup
The ISG setup, as seen in figure [4.5], is used in this work for the tracking of glass
bubbles at the water surface . The light source was for this purpose programmed to
emit a homogeneous illumination field, triggered by the frame rate of the camera.
A high-speed, high-resolution pco.dimax camera (PCO AG) is used with a NIKKOR
200mm Nikon lens. The high focal length and frame rates of up to 800Hz make
it possible to track even the smallest glass bubbles with a diameter of 70mm. The
illumination is sufficient to measure with an aperture of f = 11. This provides a
depth of field that is larger than the wave amplitudes for the wind speeds of interest.
With this setup, the camera does not obtain any depth information about the
tracer particle. Therefore, an additional Basler camera (cf. section 4.2.3) is installed
at the narrow window on the inner wall of the facility (segment 13). By recording
the vertical water profile, the fraction of tracer particles that are transported from the
interface to the water bulk can be observed. The wind is chosen to be small enough
to make sure that the observed glass bubbles remain at the surface.
4.1.5 Thermography and BLI Setup
Since image data of active thermography and boundary layer imaging is taken as a
comparison for PRIM data, their experimental setups are outlined. Detailed descrip-
tions are provided by Kunz (2017) and Kräuter (2015). In the Aeolotron, it is possible
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FIGURE 4.5: Sketches of the camera setup (left, from Kräuter, 2015)
and the telecentric setup used for BLI, surface tracking and ISG mea-
surements (right, from Kiefhaber et al., 2014) at segment 13.
to conduct both measurements, together with slope metering with the ISG setup, at
the same surface patch.
The infrared camera is a Velox 327k M by IRcam with a thermal sensitivity of
200mK, 640× 512 pixel and maximum frame rate of 207Hz. As heat source, a CO2
infrared laser is used with diffractive beam shaping devices. Both are mounted next
to the glass window at the top with an inclination angle of ≈ 15◦.
Figure [4.5] shows how the cameras for BLI and ISG share the telecentric setup.
The large planoconvex lens allows for a constant magnification factor for varying
water heights and avoid perspective projections. Blue LEDs, mounted above the
window, are used as illumination source. Their emission spectrum with a peak
around 455 nm fits the absorption maximum of the fluorescence dye. Optical filters
are used in front of the camera as well as the LEDs to assure that only fluorescent
light is seen by the camera. A low-noise, high-resolution pco.edge camera (PCO AG)
with 5.5 mega pixel resolution and maximum frame rate of 100Hz is used.
For the data used in this work, the wave absorber (in figure [4.4]) was used to
limit the fetch to 2m. In this way, the conditions in the Aeolotron become comparable
to measurements in the Heidelberg Linear Wind-Wave Tunnel. Since the measurement
of u∗ relies on the global momentum balance, no definite statement can be made
about the local variations and the influence of limited fetch. Independent wind mea-
surements suggest however, that the true value is within the given error margin of
10%.
4.2 PRIM Setup
After the method has shown to be conceptual possible in the Benjamin test tank (see
figure 4.6), the focus was on optimizing the setup in the larger linear tunnel. The
main experimental challenge of this visualization technique arises from the fact that
the illumination and the scattered light falling on the image sensor have the same
wavelength. This is in contrast to the established optical visualization methods LIF
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FIGURE 4.6: Top view on an experiment with BaCO3 in the Benjamin
channel. As the reaction progresses, the precipitate accumulates to-
wards the beach and the water becomes cloudy. On the right-hand
side one sees the TAMRON lens of the Basler camera.
and BLI, where fluorescent dyes enable the experimentalist to filter all frequencies,
in particular the one of incidental excitation, except for the emitted light intended to
see. PRIM however aims to detect the tracer particles by their scattered light, making
it impossible to filter disturbing signals coming from the water surface right away.
4.2.1 Illumination
Several different light sources have been used in the course of the development of
the technique. In the beginning, white LED light sources were sufficient and al-
lowed for flexible illumination from different angles. To make lower exposure times
possible, programmable LEDs (green) were used that could be triggered with the
camera system. To isolate the surface from the rest of the water-body, an absorbing
dye needed to be added to the water (described in detail in section 4.2.2). The illu-
mination wavelength had to be adapted in order to work together with the absorber.
Consequently, two new, blue LED light sources with a mean wavelength of 470nm
were built. This allowed for first useful results, as shown in figure [4.7].
The blue LEDs however turned out to be not ideal either, mainly because of the
hardly avoidable reflections from the water surface directly onto the image sensor.
Point-like light sources, on the other hand, only lead to direct reflections under a
distinct angle and are therefore better suited for this application. For that reason,
systems of blue lasers with a wavelength of (445− 446)nm (spectra in figure [4.9])
are used. Compared to the LEDs, this is a better suited wavelength in combination
with tartrazine (cf. section 4.2.2 and figure [4.10]). Every laser diode is incorpo-
rated in an eloxed aluminium heat sink. On top is the control electronics with two
buffer capacitors, allowing to trigger the system together with the camera. Cylin-
drical lenses allow to adjust the lasers to a broad sheet, providing a homogeneously
illuminated surface patch. As a trade of between few angles of direct reflection and
high homogeneity, two lasers are mounted at each fetch length of interest as seen in
figure [4.8].
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FIGURE 4.7: Illustration of the blue LED’s functioning. The tracer par-
ticles here are clearly visible because they accumulated on the surface
over a long time period without wind
FIGURE 4.8: Laser illumination system, mounted at the side window
of the Heidelberg Linear Wind-Wave Tunnel. A laser diode is incorpo-
rated in an eloxed aluminium heat sink. On top is the control elec-
tronics with two buffer capacitors. A cylindrical lens is mounted in
front of it to achieve best possible homogeneity.
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FIGURE 4.9: Spectra of the used lasers (measured in cooperation with
Arne Emmel). #12 and #14 were mounted at the larger fetch of F2 =
220 cm while #16 and #19 were in use at F1 = 120 cm.
Direct reflections and disturbing signals from the water below the top surface
layer could therefore be suppressed to a great extend. What turns out to be more
complicated to avoid are lens effects of the water waves. Light refractions due to the
curved water surface lead to shadowing effects, making the waves appear brighter
and troughs darker. While this effect is not important at a smooth interface, its in-
fluence grows with wind speed as waves become stronger.
4.2.2 Absorption Dye
Only tracer particles within the (aqueous, since the reaction occurs in the water)
boundary layer are of importance for the interpretation of PRIM data. Precipitate
within the well mixed water bulk results in cloudy water and grey images without
information about gas exchange.
The vertical transport due to diffusion and sedimentation of the tracers is found
to be very small, as desired. There are however several effects that still lead to the
observation of precipitate below the surface. One reason are microscale breaking
and other surface renewal events that transport the particles from the surface into the
bulk. Because of the tank’s linearity, additional turbulence is introduced at the beach
at maximum fetch. Most particles are observed to accumulate there at the surface, as
in figure [4.6], but a considerable fraction is transported downwards. Another cause
is incompleteness of the precipitation reaction. Although the chemical systems are
chosen to have a low solubility product, not all ions react to form the product. Even
if a first order chemical reaction is assumed, the dissociation equilibrium of Ksp =
[A] · [B] > 0 sets in. This non-zero solubility product leads to a certain concentration
of the reagent that is coming from the air-space in the water bulk.
To block out scattering light from the resulting turbidity of the water, the absorp-
tion dye tartrazine, C16H9N4O9S2Na3, is used. The intensity of incoming light is
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FIGURE 4.10: Absorbance spectra c · e(λ) of tartrazine for three con-
sidered concentrations. The wavelength of the lasers is shown as ref-
erence and is is a range where the absorption is high.
then absorbed according to the Beer-Lambert law:
I(z) = I0 · 10e·c·z (4.1)
[4.10]⇒ I(1cm, 10−4 moll ) ≈ 0.5% I0, (4.2)
with the tartrazine concentration c, the penetration depth z and the molar attenu-
ation coefficient e. To obtain a reasonable concentration for this purpose, different
concentrations were analysed spectroscopically. As expected, a linear increase of the
absorbance can be observed and the maximum is in good accordance with the liter-
ature value of λ = 430 nm (Maslowska and Janiak, 1996). With the results of figure
[4.10], a concentration of 10−4 moll was found to be sufficient.
This reduction of the penetration depth of the illumination is crucial to obtain
good contrast in the PRIM data. It comes however with the drawback that illumina-
tion or observation from below the tank is not possible anymore.
4.2.3 Camera System
The aim to visualize already small concentrations of the tracer particles at the water
surface comes with particular requirements concerning the camera system. Basler’s
compact acA1920-155um USB3.0 camera with a Sony IMX174 CMOS sensor was
found to meet those demands. The sensor has a resolution of 1920 px × 1920 px
with a pixel size of (5.86 µm)2, while allowing for a frame rate of up to 164fps with
a global shutter. It has a particularly low noise of 6.6e− and a high signal to noise
ratio of typically SNR = 45.0 dB.
TAMRON 23FM25SP lenses with a focal length of 25mm were used. With an
aperture of f = 1.4 this lens is fast enough for this application and has a low distor-
tion of |DTV| < 0.05%.
Two camera systems were mounted on the top window of the large linear tunnel
at fetch lengths of F1 = 120 cm and F2 = 220 cm. They were positioned at central
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FIGURE 4.11: Combined representation of the absorbance spectrum
of the DeepBlue filter and tartrazine. The spectrum of laser #14 is
added with an normalized intensity of ≡ 3 for comparison.
width and directly ontop of the glass to avoid reflections. Therefore, the distance
from the water surface was 24 cm (water height of 9 cm). The cameras are triggered
together with the light sources via a dual channel function generator and accessed
with heurisko scripts.
4.2.4 Filter
A DeepBlue filter is used in front of the lenses to further suppress unwanted signals.
Its measured absorption spectrum in the range of interest is plotted in figure [4.11].
This shows that the laser effectively suppresses wavelength that could potentially
penetrate through the absorption dye tartrazine.
As described above, reflected light from the water surface cannot easily be fil-
tered away since the scattered light of the particles has the identical wavelength.
Experiments with polarisation filters were conducted but had no positive effect. It is
therefore neither possible to discriminate the signals from water surface and tracer
particles by polarisation.
4.2.5 Gas Supply
The air-sided reagent is fed into the air volume right after the wind engine (see figure
[4.2]) which is more then 6m before the water segment. The gas in the air volume
is therefore well mixed when it reaches the water body so that a homogeneous gas
transport can be assumed.
For a controlled reaction, the gas flux is regulated with a ANALYT-MCT elec-
tronic mass flow controller. The start and endpoint are set with digital time switches.
The exact inflow of CO2 and SO2 can therewith be regulated easily. To convey small
concentrations, the gases were combined with influx of N2, also controlled by an
ANALYT-MCT. For HCl, which was not on hand in gas bottles, air can be piped
through a wash bottle with 25% p.a. hydrochloric acid solution.This carries off the
vapour pressure that is in the gas volume on top of the solution. Estimates for the
effectively transported amount of HCl are provided in section 5.2.2.
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4.2.6 Vertical Laser Sheet
During early measurements, where the described setup and reagent concentrations
were not optimized yet, the tracers was not visible from top view. This is why an al-
ternative optical setup, inspired by the LIF method, was supplementary in use. For a
higher sensitivity to the potential appearance of tracer particles, a vertical laser sheet
was arranged and recorded from the side. One of the lasers described in section 4.2.1
was used together with cylindric lenses to provide a ∼ 1 cm wide sheet, stretching
in wind direction. This setup was mounted in central position below the transpar-
ent bottom of the Heidelberg Linear Wind-Wave Tunnel. Through the side window, a
Basler camera (cf. section 4.2.3) is focused on the sheet in the water-side. Obviously,
no tartrazine can be used during these measurements1 since the laser light would
be immediately absorbed. Cloudiness of the water can hereby be investigated by an
increasing observed intensity of the laser sheet in the bulk. Tracer particles at the
surface lead to high intensities, since they are directly illuminated by the laser.
The laser, and with it the sideways camera, were triggered in a way that they do
not interfere with the measurement from top view.
1Chronologically, this setup was used before the idea came up to use absorption dye during the
measurements.
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Experiments
The precipitation reaction imaging method was optimized over the course of many
experiments. This chapter briefly describes the meticulous experimentation that has
been done to determine the best suitable chemical system and the respective con-
centrations. While the experimental difficulties of less successful systems are qual-
itatively described, focus is set on the silver chloride measurement from which the
later discussed results are obtained. Additionally, one preliminary experiment is
described that was important for finding the suitable concentrations and provides
information about the sedimentation behaviour of the tracer. Section 5.3 describes
the surface velocity measurements with glass spheres. Experiments for the BLI and
active thermography measurements are not further described since they were con-
ducted by Angelika Klein and Jakob Kunz (functional principle and setup described
in sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 4.1.5).
5.1 PRIM with Barium Carbonate and Barium Sulfite
The first experiments were conducted with BaCl2 dissolved in the water body and
the gases SO2 or CO2 as air-sided reactant, as described in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.2,
respectively.
The slow reaction rate of CO2 was experimentally confirmed by the observation
that the water becomes increasingly cloudy without a visible reaction in the bound-
ary layer. Different concentrations of NaOH in the water body were tried out to
counteract this problem. Through the direct chemical reaction of CO2 with the OH–
ions, the penetration depth is reduced and the transfer rate enhanced as carried out
in section 2.4 and 3.2.2. To provide a sufficient amount of reaction partners in the
boundary layer, a high pH value & 11 has to be chosen. This however made the
FIGURE 5.1: Accumulation of BaCO3 at the beach during the experi-
ment (left, wind top-down) and after the wind is turned off (right).
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FIGURE 5.2: Laser sheet at the water surface at 11 consecutive time
frames over 0.6 s. Arrows mark the interface, above that is the reflec-
tion of the water. Bright values indicate scattering at a tracer particle.
reaction very hard to control due to CO2 concentration in the air and water. Con-
sequently, a strong turbidity in the bulk and an accumulation at the beach was ob-
served, a precipitate at the surface was however hardly visible. Figure [5.1] shows
the clustering of BaCO3 at the beach and without the influence of shear stress.
The usage of SO2 as reaction partner for the dissolved Ba2+ ions made it easier
to control the gas concentration. The influx of SO2 reduces the pH value locally in
the boundary layer. Even if the pH value in the water bulk is set to be higher than
pKa2 = 6.99 (cf. section 3.2.2), no precipitate can be observed at the surface. For
much higher pH values it becomes then however difficult to eliminate the influence
of CO2 on the reaction. Since the pH value can only be measured in the bulk, the
conditions are difficult to monitor and control. Therefore, resulting observations can
hardly be interpreted and are difficult to reproduce.
5.2 PRIM with Silver Chloride
Due to the described experimental difficulties with the other tracers, the focus was
set on the chemical system with AgNO3 dissolved in the water body and controlled
influx of HCl gas.
5.2.1 Preliminary: Vertical Laser Sheet
During early experiments, the water was observed to get cloudy without a visible
accumulation of tracer particles at the surface. This was due to a non-optimal setup
and, as it turned out, an unsuitable gas concentration. Since the previous version
for the setup was not sensitive enough to capture the surface signals from top view,
an additional setup was implemented (section 4.2.6). This made it possible to find
suitable concentrations and validate that the precipitation reaction takes place at the
surface.
By observing the concentration of the precipitate vertically, a strong signal right
at the interface could be confirmed as a result of correctly dosed gas influx. Figure
[5.2] shows a sequence where tracer particles move across the illuminated line at
the water surface. In this example, the concentration of Ag+ ions in the water is
h = 5 · 10−4 moll and the response is to a pulse of 1200 mlmin ≈̂ 3 · 10−10 mols·cm2 of HCl gas
(cf. calculation below).
Shown in a space-time image like figure [5.3], various "groups" of tracer particles
can be identified. Out of the first 60 frames of this image, every sixth is shown in fig-
ure [5.2]. These measurements do not provide much information about the surface
flow pattern and are therefore not objective of this work. The central conclusion of
these measurements are a proof-of-concept for PRIM.
After numerous experiments, thewater becomes cloudy and if thewind is turned
off, precipitate accumulates homogeneously at the surface. Figure [5.4] shows the
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FIGURE 5.3: Space-time (XZ) image at the water surface (Y value
marked by arrows in figure [5.2]), with time increasing to the right
up to 5 s.
behaviour of the AgCl distribution in the water body for up to 50 h after an exper-
iment. The intensity of the backscattered light within the bulk decreases over time.
As expected, sedimentation leads to a decent of many particles, leading to an in-
crease of intensity at the bottom. At the surface, the tracer particles are found to
cluster together to form ’AgCl floes’ of various sizes. Figure [5.5] shows a clear
decline of the mean grey value of the laser sheet at all depth except for the bottom
(z = 9 cm) of the tank. A quantitative analysis of the sedimentation is not possible
since because the influence of other effects (change of intensity due to sediment on
the bottom, clustering, photosensitivity) cannot be estimated properly.
5.2.2 Exemplary Measurement Series
Several experiments with AgCl were conducted and the setup was improved on the
basis of the observations. To make comparisons and interpretations easier, all shown
results are obtained from the same measurement series that is shown in table [5.1]
and is conducted with the setup described in section 4.2. For every wind condition,
it has been waited until the system is in equilibrium. Image data was acquired for
5 minutes with 100Hz at two different fetch length: F1 = 120 cm, F2 = 220 cm. In
the first30 s at every condition, no gas was added to the system as a comparison
and to obtain background images. Then, a flux of 5 lmin air was piped through a
wash bottle with 25% p.a. hydrochloric acid solution for a duration of 120 s. The
recording time of 5min was enough to observe an end of tracer particles emerging
at the surface for every wind condition. Precipitates were visible for a duration of
200 s to 250 s, depending on the wind speed. In between the measurements, the
channel was aerated and the analysis bypass was set on to measure pH value and
conductivity.
The conversion of motor frequency to u∗ is calculated by Friedl (2013) and com-
pared to the friction velocity in the Aeolotron in figure [5.6]. The different friction
velocities due to the fetch dependency are in the following denoted as u∗1 := u∗(F =
120 cm) and u∗2 := u∗(F = 220 cm). Conductivity and pH values were measured
in the analysis bypass (i. e. water bulk) of the linear tank (cf. figure [4.2]). The gas
concentration of HCl in the air volume is difficult to measure. Since it is a strong
acid though, the pH value in the water body can be used as a proxy for the amount
of Cl– ions that were dissolved over time. The pH value measurement after every
condition, i.e. after every pulse of HCl, is plotted in figure [5.7]. The values of mea-
surements 1-7 systematically underestimate the amount of absorbed HCl because
the water is not well mixed and a reasonable error can only be estimated for the first
and last data point. These measurements are obtained under better conditions and
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FIGURE 5.4: Vertical concentration profile of the channel’s whole
depth of 9 cm recorded in steps of 5 h without wind.
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FIGURE 5.5: Average grey value over the wideness of the laser sheet
at various depth z (0 cm:= surface) recorded every 100 sec over the
course of ∼ 55 h.
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TABLE 5.1: Measurement of 4th December 2017, with a concentra-
tion of silver nitrate: cAgNO3 = 10
−3 mol
l , tartrazine: ctar = 10
−4 mol
l ,
constant values for Twater = 22.1◦C, Tair,1 = 20.7◦C, Tair,2 = 20.6◦C,
p = 1018 hPa.
Freq. [Hz] time t [min] u∗1 [cm/s] u∗2 [cm/s] pH value Cond. [µS/cm]
- 0 - - 5.50 182
5 0-5 .208 ±10% .208 ±10% 4.81 169
7.5 12-17 .278 ±10% .347 ±10% 4.80 171
10 25-30 .382 ±10% .452 ±10% 4.64 160
12.5 37-42 .486 ±10% .556 ±10% 4.66 158
15 47-52 .590 ±10% .764 ±10% 4.55 164
17.5 57-62 .764 ±10% .973 ±10% 4.46 161
20 69-73.5 1.08 ±10% 1.25 ±10% 4.15 158
22.5 87-92 1.32 ±10% 1.49 ±10% 4.02 165
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FIGURE 5.6: Friction velocities u∗ for the used motor frequencies at
Aeolotron and the measuring conditions in the Heidelberg Linear Wind-
Wave Tunnel.
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FIGURE 5.7: Plot of the measured pH values in the analysis bypass
and the resultant mean ion concentration.
can be used to estimate the amount nHCl per pulse and with that the gas flux:
pH: (5.50± 0.10)→ (4.02± 0.10) with Vw = 130l
⇒ nHCl = (1.2± 25%) · 10−2mol within t = 8 · (230± 20)s
⇒ nHCl
t
= (6.5± 35%) · 10−6 mols with Aw = 1.28m2
⇒ jHCl = (5.0± 35%) · 10−10 mols·cm2
⇒ ∆cw = jHClkw ≈
5 · 10−10 mols·cm2
5 cmh
= (3.6± 50%) · 10−7 molcm3
Estimates from other experiments and theoretical limits derived from the vapour
pressure of the HCl solution affirm the result for nHCl within its error margin. The
volume and surface area of the water Vw, Aw are given by the tank geometry, kw is
estimated through typical transfer velocity measurements (cf. Friedl, 2013) but is in
fact expected to be even higher because of the enhancement due to the chemical re-
action (compare equation (2.71)). This gas flux was empirically found to lead to the
best experimental results. A lower gas concentration leads to less tracer particles,
making it much harder to capture them on the image sensor. Below a the critical
concentration of [Ag+] · [Cl−] = 1.77 × 10−10, given by the solubility product (cf.
section 3.2.2), no precipitate can be seen at all. If the influx of HCl becomes however
much bigger, the Ag+ ions in the boundary layer are used up and the Cl– ions do not
have a reaction partner at the interface. According to the preliminary considerations
in section 2.4, the reaction front moves away from the surface to larger depth1. Pre-
cipitate that forms below the water interface is turbulently transported to the bulk
and become invisible due to the use of tartrazine (cf. section 4.2.2). The gas influx
used in this experiments is chosen so that the maximal amount of tracer particles is
observable at the water surface.
1In fact, the calculation for charged particles is more complicated than suggested in section 2.4 since
the charge has to be conserved at all depth. Hence, the concentration profiles of the spectator ions also
have to be considered. This qualitative statements remains however true.
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TABLE 5.2: Main experiments to determine the surface velocity
Date Size (Amount [g]) Freq. [Hz] u∗ [ cms ] ub [
cm
s ]
10.01.18 70 µm (2.75) & 1mm–2mm (2.5) 5 0.25± 0.02 1.69± 0.14
10.01.18 70 µm (2.75) & 1mm–2mm (2.5) 7.5 0.38± 0.02 2.74± 0.11
10.01.18 70 µm (2.75) & 1mm–2mm (2.5) 10 0.51± 0.04 3.81± 0.22
10.01.18 70 µm (2.75) & 1mm–2mm (2.5) 12.5 0.67± 0.05 5.25± 0.18
10.01.18 70 µm (2.75) & 1mm–2mm (2.5) 15 0.83± 0.06 6.67± 0.19
27.02.18 1mm–2mm (4) 10 0.51± 0.04 3.81± 0.22
27.02.18 + 0.5mm–1mm (2) 10 0.51± 0.04 3.81± 0.22
27.02.18 + 0.25mm–0.5mm (1.5) 10 0.51± 0.04 3.81± 0.22
27.02.18 + 70 µm (1) 10 0.51± 0.04 3.81± 0.22
27.02.18 + 0.25mm–0.5mm (5) 10 0.51± 0.04 3.81± 0.22
5.3 Macroscopic Flow Tracer
Glass spheres of various sizes were used as a further comparison to the flow patterns
observed with PRIM.Within the course of preliminary experiments they were found
to be suitable flow tracer to determine the surface velocity. The experiments were
conducted in the Aeolotron since its annular geometry is well suited for these exper-
iments. Broken glass bubbles were sorted out prior to all measurements through
flotation and filtering by buoyancy. A frame rate of 400Hz was found to be suffi-
cient to track the individual particles, except for the highest wind condition where it
was chosen to be 800Hz.
The two experiments that were used for the determination of the surface velocity
are shown in table [5.2]. The plus (in column size) indicates the successive adding
of tracer bubbles. It was waited for every condition until the momentum balance
reaches equilibrium and an additional measurement was conducted after turning
off the wind turbines, respectively. While the measurements at 10.01.18 aimed to
observe the flow pattern and the surface velocity at various wind conditions, focus
was set on the different behaviour of the tracer depending on size at 27.02.18.
With larger size of the glass bubbles they show a stronger tendency to cluster
together at low wind speed conditions. The influence of the Aeolotron’s secondary
flow fields on the tracer is also found to increase with size. Larger glass bubbles
are found to accumulate at the outer wall for low, and at the inner wall for high
wind speeds. For this reason, in the second measurement series (27.02.18) only one
intermediate wind condition was investigated.
No meaningful measurements could be performed at wind conditions above
15Hz. Turbulent wave breaking in that regime was observed to transport a signif-
icant amount of glass bubbles towards the bulk. Since no depth information about
the tracer can be obtained, this distorts the measurement.
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Image Processing
During the optimization of the PRIM technique it could be achieved that direct re-
flections are avoided, signals from the water bulk are blocked out and sufficient
amounts of tracer particles are produced directly at the interface. This chapter de-
scribes the remaining difficulties in the image data and provides a short overview
of approaches on how to overcome them in post-processing. The algorithm used for
the tracking of macroscopic tracer particles at the surface is briefly described.
6.1 Calibration and Conventions
The image data for active thermography and BLI was provided and already cali-
brated according to Kräuter (2015) and Kunz (2017), respectively. Throughout this
work, BLI images are displayed in the colormap bone (black towhite, blue tone), ther-
mography in afmhot (black to white, red tone) as seen in figure [7.6]. The two meth-
ods are adjusted to observe the same surface patch simultaneously of size (17.7×
20.7)cm2 with a resolution of 0.23mm/px.
A calibration of the PRIM imagery to the concentration of the precipitate was
unfeasible due to brightness modulations by the wave field (see below). The ab-
solute grey values have therefore no significance and the value for M in equation
(6.2) is chosen for each invested batch individually to obtain good contrast. The
colormap jet (blue to red, see figure [6.2]) and the colorbar is later omitted for con-
venience. A chessboard calibration of the optical setup was carried out and the FOV
is (7.3× 11.7)cm2 with a resolution of 61 µm/px. The telecentric ISG setup that was
used for the particle tracking observes a surface patch of (13.6 × 21.7)cm2 with a
resolution of 113 µm/px.
The axis label of the images show the size of the surface patch for better com-
parability. Unless otherwise stated, the wind direction in the images is from left to
right.
6.2 PRIM Data
It was great effort taken in optimizing the experimental setup for data acquisition.
The already elaborated difficult conditions however partially entailed non-optimal
image results. Even tough direct reflections could be avoided by a suitable choice
of the illumination system, the structures of interest are superimposed with light
patterns from the waves. With higher wind speeds, intensity fluctuations occur due
shadowing and lensing effects at the emerging water waves.
First aim of the digital post-processing of the data is to correct for inhomoge-
neous illumination. To be able to measure continuously for extended periods of
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FIGURE 6.1: Background image for the 220 cm fetch, u∗2 = 0.97 cms .
time (usually 5min, cf. section 5.2.2) and not overheat the lasers, their duty cycle
has to be considered for the length of exposure.
6.2.1 Background Correction
The background image is obtained for both cameras and for every wind condition
separately. Before tracer gas was induced, at least 2500 images were recorded in
equilibrium. Their mean image, as for example figure [6.1], is used as reference for
this condition. Reasons for variations in the background images are a growing num-
ber of tracer particles in the water body, potential wavelength shifts1 or intensity
fluctuations of the laser light due to heating, and changing diffraction patterns due
to the wave spectrum. Figure [6.1] shows ring-shaped structures due to inhomo-
geneities of the laser. Since the water surface is moving, it cannot fully be corrected
for their influence and they also appear in later images.
The fixed pattern noise of the Basler cameras (cf. section 4.2.3) was found to be
negligible and does not need to be compensated for. The background correction
is done by dividing the image data of one condition G by the respective reference
image R:
G’ = c · G
R
, (6.1)
while the factor c is used to transform the image back on the original integer range.
6.2.2 Contrast Modifications
A natural choice for c would be c0 := 255/max(GR ), for uint8 with q = 255 as max-
imum grey value. Setting it lower leads to underexposed histograms and higher to
information loss. In view of the image data, highest grey values are not obtained
by the signals of interest but rather due to reflections of waves. Therefore, no ac-
tual information is lost if an image saturates in these regions. With this motivation,
1This has to be considered because of the wavelength dependent absorption of tartrazine and the
filter.
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FIGURE 6.2: Correction of the original imagewith the reference image
shown in figure [6.1]. Of interest are the streaky structures.
equation (6.1) is modified to:
G’(M) :=
255
M ·median(GR )
·
(
G
R
−min(GR )
)
, (6.2)
where M determines the multitude of the median value that is projected on the max-
imal grey value. The subtractive term is introduced to make sure that the whole
range (0− 255) is used. Equation 6.2 is effectively stretching the image contrast by
setting the range of interest to the maximal grey value range. To comparisons within
a batch of images B, min or median(BR ) was used for consistency.
Figure [6.2] shows the described approaches: In [6.2b], the structure in the bot-
tom right, where the illumination was lower, can be seen way better. No pixel in
the image has a value larger than q = 121 because apparently a reflection in an-
other image of the batch set the maximum value. By choosing the maximum to be
5×median, this can be avoided and the objects of interest are well visible. A lower
value for M on the other hand leads in [6.2d] a part of the streak in saturation and is
therefore not desirable.
This procedure is a linear mapping of the grey values to a smaller interval and
sets everything above the chosen threshold to the maximum. They can be imple-
mented efficiently in form of a lookup-table (LUT). Obviously, contrast enhance-
ment in the form of stretching the range does not add new information to the image
or improve its quality.The improved visual impression allows however for better
qualitative comparison.
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FIGURE 6.3: Influence of the gamma transformation on the data
Additional compression of grey values can be achieved through applying the
so-called gamma transformation:
q′ =
255
255γ
qγ. (6.3)
This point operation has again the form q ∈ [0, 255] → [0, 255] and leads to a en-
hanced dynamic range while either compressing high (choose γ < 1) or low (γ > 1)
grey values. An example for this transformation with the γ-value set to γ = 0.7
is provided in figure [6.3]. The difference image shows that indeed the structures of
interest are amplified. The intensity fluctuation due to the waves is however also en-
hanced so that no significant improvement of the visual impression can be achieved.
A wide variation of further LUTs were considered but neither improved the image
quality and are therefore not shown.
6.2.3 Pattern Analysis
Different approaches were considered to quantify the similarities and differences be-
tween the observations of PRIM and the other methods. If the same surface patch
is simultaneously observed, the correlation in different layers of the Laplacian pyra-
mid can be measured (Kräuter, 2015). It was however not possible to realize parallel
measurements of PRIM with one of the other visualization techniques within the
scope of this thesis (cf. section 8.2). Therefore, a meaningful universal measure is
necessary for quantitative comparison.
The reference value typically used in the literature is the streak spacing, de-
scribed in section 2.5.4. This however calls for a full segmentation of the image data,
for example classifying each pixel as streak or no streak. Considering the quality of
the tracer signal obtained with PRIM (e.g. figure [6.2]), it is obvious that no simple
threshold for the grey values can be used. The presumably most suitable features
to distinguish streaks from the background are their expansion in flow direction
and the lower velocity compared to the wave signals. Numerous efforts of model
based image processing techniques and investigations of the local orientation using
the structure tensor were unsuccessful in filtering these structures reliably. Provid-
ing manual labels within the framework of the Interactive learning and segmentation
toolkit (Ilastik, Sommer et al., 2011) did neither provide sufficient results.
A different approach is the detection of peaks in image lines vertical to the wind
direction. The continuous wavelet-based algorithm (cf. Yang, He, and Yu, 2009) is
used to determine the relative maxima for multiple length scales. Locations that
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FIGURE 6.4: Time averaged image around [6.2c] over 10 frames =̂0.1 s
(left) and binary result of a streak finding algorithm (right).
repeatedly occur with a sufficient SNR are included in a binary image. Suitable mor-
phological operations are applied that favour elongated structures in wind direction.
The influence of the waves is to some extend reduced by applying the algorithm on
an average image of multiple consecutive frames. The result for one sample image is
shown in figure [6.4] and is also clearly unfit to determine the streak spacing reliably.
Consequently, no algorithm could be found that would provide useful quanti-
tative measures to compare the established methods with the separately recorded
PRIM data. Significant improvements of the method, e.g. in the form of fluorescent
tracer particles (cf. section 8.2), are necessary to further improve the quality of the
image data.
6.3 Surface Tracking
Glass bubbles of various sizes from 70µm to 2mmwere seeded on the water surface
as described in section 3.3 and 5.3. In contrast to the commonly used particle image
velocimetry (PIV) approaches, the experimental setup (cf. section 4.1.4) allows to
track particles individually (cf. Engelmann et al., 1999). This has the big advantage
that the trajectories and velocities of the particles can be further investigated.
The images were preprocessed by performing a flat-field calibration to correct for
the fixed pattern noise of the cameraD, and for inhomogeneities in the illumination:
G’ = c · G−D
F−D . (6.4)
The image Fwas obtained by averaging multiple images of the resting water surface
while the dark image D is recorded with closed lens.
The individual particles in the imagewere located by using an implementation of
the Crocker-Grier centroid-finding algorithm (Allan et al., 2015; Crocker and Grier,
1996). The image is bandpass filtered and a threshold for pixels of candidate particle
locations of being in the upper 64th percentile of brightness is applied. The particle
location is first assigned to the brightest pixel within the neighbourhood and further
refined by calculating the brightness-weighted centroid of the pixels. By investigat-
ing the histograms of the decimal part of the locations, the subpixel accuracy for this
application was found to give reasonable results for the provided mask size of 11-15
(depending on particle size). Spurious particles are filtered by a suitable value (de-
pending on size) for their total brightness. Figure [6.5a] shows the located particles
of size ∼0.5mm in a single frame. The locating is done for every frame individually,
providing a dataframe with the features of all found particles.
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(A) Size filtered annotations in background corrected frame.
(B) Filtered trajectories of tracked glass bubbles up to the frame shown above.
FIGURE 6.5: Illustration of the steps for the PTV approach for glass
bubbles of size ∼0.5mm.
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The features are then linked into particle trajectories. This is done by specifying a
maximal displacement d (set to 3-7), quantifying the number of pixels a particle can
travel between frames, and a memory parameter m (set to 3), allowing a particle to
be missed for a certain number of frames. Each particle is accordingly assigned an
ID that can be used to display its trajectory. Only trajectories that last for more than
a certain number of frames n (chosen to be 30-50, depending on the statistics) are
considered. Particles with a high eccentricity (> 0.3) and a large radius compared
to their total brightness (out of focus) are also discarded. Figure [6.5b] shows the
trajectories of a batch of 150 frames, superimposed with the last image.
The trajectories can then be used to calculate the overall drift from one frame to
the next one, as well as to determine the velocity of individual particles. Size and
total brightness are used to match the detected particles with the sizes of the actual
glass bubbles. The choice of the parameters d,m, n has potential effect on the particle
statistic and can therefore influence the results.
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Chapter 7
Results and Discussion
The new visualization method allows for novel insights in the transport and flow
processes at the water surface and their dependency on the Schmidt number. This
chapter provides image data obtainedwith the precipitation reaction imagingmethod
and compares the results with existing visualization techniques. Although the pre-
sented observations are all taken from the same series of experiments, the described
behaviour was found repeatedly and carefully checked for reproducibility. The ex-
perimental findings are structured according to increasing wind speed and are inter-
preted and discussed together, respectively. Results of the surface tracking approach
with macroscopic tracers are presented in the last section. They show that the usage
of 70 µm glass spheres is a suitable tool to determine the surface velocity and opens
up new possibilities to investigate the local momentum transfer.
7.1 LowWind Regime
Tracer particles resulting from the precipitation reaction can be used as a flow tracer
at wind speeds where turbulent surface renewal events are not yet expected. Other
visualization techniques do not reveal information for low wind, low fetch condi-
tions as further discussed in section 7.3. With the newly developedmethod however,
wind induced flow structures can be analysed in this regime already.
With a homogeneous gas transfer across the interface, the initial expectation for
the PRIM method was a layer of uniformly distributed tracer particles at the water
surface. In fact, small and randomly scattered regions can be identified right after
the onset of HCl gas. They become more numerous with time as seen in figure [7.1]
after 1min at low fetch length. The pattern of small regions where the precipitation
reaction occurs becomes therefore denser.
For the identical second setup at 1m additional fetch, the tracer signal does not
appear to be random anymore but is shaped by macroscopic flow patterns. In the
very low wind regime, no waves are present and the flow is solely shear induced.
The observed patterns are therefore caused by shear turbulence alone. The shape
shown in figure [7.2] is consistent with the forming of "overlapping laminae with a
headtail structure" described by Handler, Smith, and Leighton (2001). Typical fish-
scales observed in infrared images however appear more numerous and only for
larger wind speed or fetch length. The typically measured streak spacing of l+ =
100, described in section 2.5.4, leads to an expected characteristic length scale of
l = 4.24 cm. This is indicated with the black bar in figure [7.2] at time t ≡ 3.6 s and is
consistent with the data. It seems however hardly possible to find objective criteria
to determine a clearly defined spacing in this case.
The origin of the point like structures is not yet clear. An explanatory attempt is
the tendency of the tracer particles to cluster together, which was already observed
under the electron microscope (cf. section 3.2.2, appendix A). It is also possible that
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FIGURE 7.1: Surface pattern at 120 cm fetch with minimal wind speed
u∗1 = 0.21 cms after 60 s. Point-like structures indicate gas transfer.
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FIGURE 7.2: Same low wind conditions at larger fetch length of F2 =
220 cm, where t ≡ 0 is set to 1min after the onset of gas influx.
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(A) u∗1 = 0.28 cms ⇒ l100 = 3.20 cm
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(B) u∗2 = 0.35 cms ⇒ l100 = 2.56 cm
FIGURE 7.3: Comparison of the different fetch length for 7.5Hzmotor
frequency.
the –very small but nonetheless present– threshold for the precipitation reaction due
to the solubility product is only exceeded locally. Further investigations using an
alternative chemical system with a much smaller solubility (e.g. AgBr, see section
8.2) are necessary to make further statements. Whereas they can still be identified at
the second lowest wind condition in figure [7.3], they smear out and fully adapt to
the flow field at a higher wind speed. Here the convergence strength at the surface
is already sufficient to arrange the tracer in streaky flow patterns. This shows that
the tracers’ inclination towards clustering is not a dominant effect.
7.2 Fetch Dependency
At low fetch in figure [7.3a], regions of higher concentration are observed that remain
parallel over time. The distance between the laminar structures is again in good
agreement with the expected streak spacing for shear induced flow patterns. Figure
[7.3b] shows that if thewind acts on the surface over a longer distance, more complex
patterns evolve.
Choosing the wind speed slightly higher, so that the friction velocity at low fetch
is about as high as it was at a larger fetch seen before, leads to the observations in
figure [7.4]. The streaks become more distinct but the overall structure remains the
same. Slight variations and small, turbulent outbreaks are observed but a clearly
defined structure is preserved. A similar development is found by comparing the
wind speeds at larger fetch length. Figure [7.5] shows the temporal evolution of the
flow pattern that is changing on a smaller timescale due to the increased surface
velocity. The spatial extent of the structures shrinks in accordance with the smaller
l100.
The clear differences between figures [7.3] and [7.4] for similar friction velocities
shows a heavy influence of the fetch length on the flow pattern for small winds.
The data suggests that the overall flow structure in this regime is determined by
the fetch. For a given fetch length, a higher u∗ intensifies the observed patterns.
The convergence strength at the surface increases, pushing the tracer particles closer
together. Consequently, the observed streaks at low fetch become more pronounced
and the stretches of particles at larger fetch become narrower and more distinct.
A potential fetch dependency can be attributed to the method itself. Since tracer
particles remain at the surface and are transported to larger fetch length, they are
adding to the particles that form there. It can however be assumed that the tracer has
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FIGURE 7.4: For u∗1 = 0.38 cms , streaks at low fetch are very similar
to figure [7.3a] but begin to become unstable.
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FIGURE 7.5: Time evolution of a flow pattern with u∗2 = 0.45 cms that
is similar to figure [7.3b].
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FIGURE 7.6: BLI (left) and active thermography (right, dark pattern in
upper half is due to reflections) images in with 2m fetch and u∗ =
0.51 cms ⇒ l100 = 1.74 cm. Wind blows from the bottom up.
no influence on the flow and instantly adapts to it upon emergence. Consequently,
the intrinsic fetch dependency of the method reduces to a larger tracer density for
higher fetch length. It can thus be expected that the observed flow pattern is not
influenced by the method.
7.3 Schmidt Number Dependency
The established visualization methods, BLI and thermography, also aim to make
flow and transport processes visible, but observe other physical properties. Bright
regions in BLI (section 3.1.2) imagery show a compression of the boundary layer to
higher thickness. Following equation (2.21), this leads to a locally lower transfer ve-
locity. With active thermography (section 3.1.1), intensities are directly translated to
temperature. Low values indicate up-welling water from the colder bulk and bright
regions showwhere the heat influx is not as efficiently transported downwards. The
tracer particles observed in PRIM follow the convergence zones at the surface, just
like glass bubbles. Consequently, a higher tracer density is associated with a thicker
boundary layer in BLI and higher temperatures in thermography. Even though
the grey values for the different methods do not show the same quantity, they are
nonetheless visualizing the same underlying structures.
The main difference between the techniques is the Schmidt number of the tracer,
as described in section 2.3. Resulting differences in the observations are analysed in
detail.
Sensitivity
In the low wind, low fetch regime, no meaningful comparison between the intro-
duced visualization methods can be done, since neither in thermography nor in BLI
do turbulent structures become apparent. Figure [7.6] shows the two methods ob-
serving the same surface patch simultaneously at a fetch length of 2m. The friction
velocity in these images is higher than in all conditions of the previously shown
PRIM data. Whereas the flow appears laminar in figure [7.6], images under similar
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FIGURE 7.7: Turbulent outbreak of a streaky pattern at 120 cm fetch
with u∗1 = 0.59 cms ⇒ l100 = 1.51 cm. For this wind condition, the
FOV shows the critical fetch, where stable streaks (as in figure [7.4])
transition into a turbulent flow pattern.
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conditions recorded with PRIM clearly show the footprints of turbulent near-surface
processes (figure [7.7]).
One plausible explanation of why these fine structured turbulent eddies are not
observed with the other methods given identical conditions, is that their tracer dif-
fuse too fast to resolve it. Compared to the precipitate observed with PRIM, stronger
convergence fields are necessary in order to keep regions of higher temperature or
pH value together. Structures that evolve over the course ofO(1s), as in figure [7.7],
are therefore not observable.
Although the experiments are controlled for similar conditions in the important
parameters of fetch and friction velocity, obtained differences could to some extend
also be accounted for by the tunnels’ distinct geometries.
Structure of Streaks
The convergence and divergence strength increases for higher wind speeds and sim-
ilar structures are observed for u∗ > 0.6. Figure [7.9] contrasts the four investigated
visualization methods for near surface flow. Although the macroscopic tracer in fig-
ure [7.9d] also shows streaky structures, the observed pattern varies widely from
the other techniques. This is however attributed to their size and the associated
penetration depth and not to their Schmidt number. With a diameter of & 70 µm
of the glass bubbles, the shear induced flow pattern is entirely different from what
the PRIM tracer (size ≈ 1 µm) observes much closer to the surface. The behaviour
of these glass bubbles is analysed in detail in section 7.5 but is excluded from the
further comparison in this section.
The statistics of the most pronounced streaks are observed to be similar across
all visualization methods. Their lifetime as well as the streak spacing are in good
agreement with each other, suggesting that, in fact, the same fundamental processes
at the air-water interface are observed. The respective structure of the streaks differs
significantly, though.
In IR images (figure [7.9a]), the most diverse patterns are observed. The low
Prandtl number of Pr = 7 makes it possible for heat to spread much faster than
gases (Sc ≈ 600). Therefore, regions of high intensity appear blurry and further
structure in between of the strongly pronounced streaks becomes apparent. Streaks
in the fluorescence signal (figure [7.9b]) are more easily distinguishable due to the
two orders of magnitude smaller diffusion coefficient. This effect is enhanced by
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FIGURE 7.8: Streak with pronounced fine structure at 220 cm fetch
with u∗2 = 0.76 cms ⇒ l100 = 1.16 cm
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(A) Active Thermo., u∗ = 0.67 cms , 2m fetch.
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(B) BLI, , same condition as (A).
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(C) PRIM, u∗2 = 0.76 cms , 220 cm fetch.
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(D) Glass bubbles, u∗ = 0.67 cms , unlim. fetch.
FIGURE 7.9: Direct comparison of the visualization methods at sim-
ilar conditions and sampled to the same FOV with same resolution.
Wind blows from the bottom up.
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the critical threshold for the pH value below that no fluorescence becomes apparent.
In essence it acts like a step function, cutting off regions where the convergence is
not strong enough to reach the needed pH value and truncating streaks so that they
appear thinner than they really are.
The observed flow pattern in PRIMdata is superimposedwith thewave field due
to experimental difficulties (cf. section 4.2). Aside from this, no structures are ob-
served in between the clearly defined streaks. The Brownian motion of the particles
is negligible by construction (Sc ≈ 106, cf. section 2.3). With no other force acting
on them, all tracer particles are observed to align in accordance with the strongest
convergence field. In contrast to the naïve expectation, the most pronounced streaks
in PRIM appear to be broader than in the other methods. This is related to the fine
structure of the streaks that is already visible in figure [7.9c] but better investigated
in figure [7.8] under the same conditions in higher resolution. It appears that push-
ing the tracer particles further together at the surface, forcing them to pile up, re-
quires additional energy. This fine structure makes it therefore possible to resolve
the convergence strength within a streak. The observed stability of fine lines is an
additional indicator for the very low diffusivity of the tracer. It shows again that
while the transport processes are fast on larger scales (turbulence) and efficient on
the microscopic level (molecular diffusion), the mixing is very slow in the interme-
diate regime.
The qualitative comparison of the different visualization methods shows a clear
evolution of the pattern with growing Schmidt number. Diffuse and "washed out"
streaks in thermography images appear to be thinner and more organised in BLI
data and are clearly separated and finely structured in PRIM. The tendency for the
tracer to accumulate in regions of strong convergence clearly growswith the Schmidt
number. Since no simultaneous measurements of PRIM together with one of the
other visualization techniques was possible, a quantification of this effect is outside
the scope of this work (cf. section 6.2.3).
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FIGURE 7.10: Typical downwind Y junction of two Langmuir streaks
at u∗2 = 0.97 cms .
Streak Instabilities
With higher wind speeds, the wave field becomes more developed and the trans-
port process is increasingly governed by the formation of Langmuir circulations
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FIGURE 7.11: Streak pattern for BLI (left) and active thermography
(right) with 2m fetch and u∗ = 0.83 cms (bottom-up)
(cf. section 2.5.5). This is observed in the form of streaks with a much larger life-
time which remain persistent at the surface. The spacing of Langmuir circulations is
larger than the theoretically expected streak spacing l100 since this scale also consid-
ers the smaller and short-living fish scales. A temporally constant pattern is however
rarely observed. Streaks are found to merge and split up continuously rather than
remaining parallel.
For micro Langmuir circulations, Y junctions appear analogously to the observa-
tions on larger scales in the field. Figure [7.10] shows one example that is in good
agreement with the expected angle of 30◦ (cf. section 2.5.3). The streaks themselves
maintain their structure while amalgamating into one. While this process was de-
scribed on large scales by including effects of the Earth’s rotation (Bhaskaran and
Leibovich, 2002), no conceptual framework could be found to explain it under labo-
ratory conditions.
Upwind Y junctions (i.e. open end towards higher fetch) are more often ob-
served and result from the cleavage of streaks. Figure [7.11] shows the full FOV of
the established methods BLI and active thermography. The dominant streaks in the
images are observed to be persistent over time. An instability is however emerging
in the framed region that causes this streak to split up and is shown over the course
of 0.12 s in figure [7.12a] and [7.12b]. As suggested by numerical simulations (Tsai,
1998; Tsai and Liu, 2003), such an event is attributed to a horse shoe vortex burst-
ing to the surface (cf. 2.5.4). This results in local upwelling, splitting the streak in
two parts. The tracers follow the convergence zones caused by the emerged vortex
lines. The resulting streak spacing is in good agreement with the l100 value. During
this surface renewal event, the tracer concentration at the surface decreases over the
consecutive frames as expected.
Figure [7.12c] shows a streak that becomes unstable in a region of strong conver-
gence. Analogous to the observations described above, it is assumed to be caused by
the emergence of a horse shoe vortex. It counteracts the influence of the Langmuir
circulation and a large portion of the tracer particles are observed to be transported
into the bulk. The result is an upwind Y junction, which is also being commonly
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(A) Time evolution of the surface patch marked in figure [7.11] observed with BLI.
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(B) Analogous to (A) with active thermography.
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(C) Similar event observed with PRIM at 220 cm fetch, u∗2 = 0.97 cms
FIGURE 7.12: Separation of a streak for different tracers at similar
conditions.
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FIGURE 7.13: Stable Langmuir streak at 220 cm fetch, u∗2 = 1.49 cms
observed in PRIM data.
Analysing such image data seems to be the most promising approach to deter-
mine the individual contributions of characteristic flow processes to air-water gas
transfer. Quantitative analysis has so far only been done with thermal images (e.g.
Lu, Tsai, and Jähne, unpub.) and conservative tracer methods (e.g. Turney, 2016).
The qualitative analysis within the scope of this work suggests that PRIM provides
a powerful tool to determine the convergence strength at the water surface.
7.4 Microscale Breaking
The growing influence of the surface curvature on the recorded PRIM data makes
investigations in the high-wind regime, where microscale breaking events are ex-
pected, considerably harder. Figure [7.13] shows how difficult it becomes to distin-
guish streaks from the background when only single images are considered. While
watching time series or averaging over many frames, streaks aligned in wind direc-
tion become however clearly visible. Aside from the dominant Langmuir streaks,
the occurrence of small and fast moving dots is observed. It is not clear whether
they are due to the same processes observed for very small wind speeds (cf. figure
[7.1]) or of other origin, e.g. upwelling (bulk is not visible due to tartrazine, section
4.2.2) particle clusters.
Microscale breaking events are exclusively observed in gravity waves with par-
asitic capillaries, which is in agreement with previous investigations of thermal im-
agery (Jessup, Zappa, and Yeh, 1997). Growing shear stress leads to an accumulation
of the tracer at the wave crest and the boundary layer is pushed together. The first
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FIGURE 7.14: Temporal evolution of a single microscale breaking
event at 220 cm fetch, u∗2 = 1.49 cms . Initial event is marked with
black ellipsis.
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FIGURE 7.15: Time development of a small microscale breaking event
observed with BLI at u∗ = 0.59 cms (bottom-up) with unlimited fetch
length.
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image in figure [7.14] shows a small region forming a sharp edge. In the following,
the shear stress exceeds a critical value and produces turbulent kinetic energy. Tur-
bulent eddies form, renewing the surface and transporting the tracer from the wave
crest into the water bulk. The wake of this event is shown by the last four images in
figure [7.14]. Dark centres in the resulting eddies indicate that the surface is slightly
concave in these regions. A small denting of the surface due to microscale breaking
is confirmed by simultaneous BLI and slope (ISG) measurements in the Aeolotron.
This events describes a minimal example for a turbulently breaking wave crest.
Usually, microscale breakers at larger fetch length with higher waves are investi-
gated that result in the renewal of much larger surface patches1. Such minimal mi-
croscale breaking events are however also observed with BLI. Figure [7.15] shows
the temporal evolution of an equally small wave crest. The boundary layer is pushed
together analogously to the precipitate density and forms a sharp edge. When ex-
ceeding a critical value, the wave breaks and the surface is renewed. The footprints
of the turbulent eddies are diffusing away faster and can therefore not be observed
as clearly as with PRIM.
The frequency of microscale breaking events could not reliably be determined.
Light refractions and lensing effects due to the wave field make it hard to investigate
events at high wind speeds with PRIM. Right now, microscale breaking events only
become apparent by careful observations and are even harder to detect with com-
puter vision algorithms. If it is managed to further suppress the interfering signals,
PRIM provides a sensitive tool to investigate all sorts of surface renewal events.
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FIGURE 7.16: Calculated velocity vectors from filtered trajectories of
0.5mm glass bubbles.
1There is actually no unanimous consensus in the literature on what surface patterns are already
associated with the microscale breaking described in section 2.5.2. Recent and unpublished research
by Angelika Klein however clearly classifies the here shown phenomenon as such events.
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FIGURE 7.17: Plot of mean particle drift for 70 µm glass bubbles in x
(left) and y direction (right) for different wind speeds. 15Hz condition
was measured with twice the frame rate.
7.5 Surface Velocity
Small glass bubbles were considered to expand the comparison in section 7.3 by a
macroscopic tracer with Sc → ∞. Even though streaky patterns are formed, the
turbulent footprints were observed to differ vastly from the other visualization tech-
niques. This provides evidence that the flow field strongly depends on the pene-
tration depth in the viscous boundary layer. An additional contribution to the dif-
ferent observations might originate from interactions of the glass bubbles vertically
to the wind direction. This counteracts the expectation towards a tracer with large
Schmidt number of being highly sensitive to any surface convergence. Figure [7.16]
and [7.9d] hence show –except for occasional streaky alignments– an almost homo-
geneous distribution on the water surface. The particles that are however aligned
(e.g. lower left in figure [7.16]) appear to have a higher surface velocity. This is con-
sistent with the theory of Langmuir circulations (cf. section 2.5.3) but a quantitative
analysis of this effect is outside the scope of this thesis.
The motion in wind direction is not affected from potential interactions of the
particles since no velocity gradient in x direction is present. This makes the glass
bubbles a well suited tracer for the surface velocity. Due to the velocity gradient in
the viscous boundary layer, the various sizes are expected to move with an velocity
that has to be integrated over their penetration depth (cf. section 3.3).
The plots in figure [7.17] show the drift of the smallest glass spheres obtained
with the tracking approach described in section 6.3. The drift between two frames
is determined by averaging over all particles that passed the previously described
filters. As expected, the particle movement in wind direction is linear with time.
Fluctuations around the average velocity are due to waves and thus become more
pronounced for higher wind speeds. The drift vertically to the wind direction is
not used for the calculations but monitored for checking purposes. While a clear
tendency to drift towards the outer wall is observed at slow wind, glass bubbles
are more likely to go towards the inner wall for higher wind speeds. This is due to
complex secondary flow patterns in the annular tank and has a significantly more
pronounced effect on the glass bubbles with larger radius. For motor frequencies
other than 10Hz, the amount of bigger tracers within the FOV becomes too small
until the flow reaches equilibrium.
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TABLE 7.1: Expected and experimentally observed surface velocities
for different experimental conditions.
Size Freq. [Hz] u∗ [ cms ] ub [
cm
s ] u
aTh
sur f [
m
s ] u
theo
sur f [
cm
s ] u
exp
sur f [
cm
s ]
70 µm 5 0.25 1.69 5.65± 0.16 5.16±0.52 6.04±0.18
70 µm 7.5 0.38 2.74 8.4± 0.62 8.38±0.84 9.13±0.27
70 µm 10 0.51 3.81 10.8± 1.1 11.67±1.17 11.44±0.34
70 µm 12.5 0.67 5.25 - 16.07±1.61 15.26±0.46
70 µm 15 0.83 6.67 - 20.39±2.04 18.05±0.90
∼ 0.5mm 10 0.51 3.81 10.8± 1.1 < 11.67 12.24±0.61
(1-2)mm 10 0.51 3.81 10.8± 1.1 < 11.67 11.32±0.57
Table [7.1] shows the results for the surface velocity. Values denoted with uaThsur f
are used for comparison and were measured by Emmel (2017) with a technique
based on active thermography. The theoretically expected surface velocities utheosur f are
estimations based on the momentum balance in equation (2.31) with the geometry
of the Aeolotron and the assumption of constant momentum resistance β. There is no
experimental data available that quantifies to what extend the assumption of a con-
stant β is valid. The error is hence estimated to be 10% of the predicted value. The
calculation does not consider the additional contribution of the wind to the momen-
tum balance in the form of "pushing" against waves. The influence of this so-called
form drag increases with the growth of waves. Since its calculation assumes that all
momentum is transferred via the viscous boundary layer, utheosur f overestimates the
surface velocity systematically.
The experimentally determined surface velocities uexpsur f are obtained by fitting a
linear slope to the drift in wind direction.
The dominant error is expected to be due to a bias by filtering the particle tra-
jectories. Different combinations of the parameters d,m, n, as described in section
6.3, were applied on each dataset to obtain a measure for the systematic differences.
On this basis, the error for the surface velocities was estimated to be 3%. Since the
statistics of the larger particle sizes and the 15Hz wind conditions was considerably
smaller, the error there is approximated with 5%.
Resulting values are systematically larger than the measurements with active
thermography suggest. This technique is under active development and is currently
assumed to underestimate the surface velocity due to various approximations (cf.
Emmel, 2017, p. 32). Both methods lead to values that are significantly higher than
expected for small wind speeds. This is explained by a notoriously higher u∗ at seg-
ment 13 (not reliably determined since the modifications, cf. section 4.1.3) than the
average that is used for the momentum balance. For intermediate wind conditions,
the unquantified contribution of the form drag to the momentum balance outweighs
the inhomogeneous wind conditions. Taking these effects into consideration, the ex-
perimental results are in good agreement with the expectation. Higher wind speeds
could not be measured with this setup since glass bubbles are turbulently trans-
ported to the water bulk (cf. section 4.1.4).
Larger glass bubbles of various sizes were used in the attempt to determine the
velocity gradient in the viscous boundary layer (cf. section 3.3). With larger diame-
ter, their velocity should therefore decrease. Because of the vertical particle drift in
the Aeolotron, a large enough statistic for particle trajectories could only be achieved
2Interpolated value between measurements for the conditions of 5Hz, 6.3Hz, 7.9Hz and 10Hz.
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FIGURE 7.18: Development of the surface velocity after shut-down
of the wind turbines (left) and its comparison to the equilibrium and
bulk velocity (right) at 10Hz.
for a motor frequency of 10Hz. Against expectations, the obtained velocity turns out
to be about the same as for the 70 µm glass spheres. Various effects can be thought
of to have an influence on this result. One reason could be that the glass bubbles are
not fully immersed in the water and therefore provide a direct target for the wind.
The velocity gradient in the boundary layer could moreover cause the glass bubbles
to rotate. A further analysis of this tracer’s complex behaviour is beyond the scope
of this thesis.
Additional measurements have been conducted right after turning off the wind
turbines. With the shutdown of the wind forcing, the viscous boundary layer dis-
solves as described by Bopp (2014). The measuring time of 29 s is limited by the
internal memory capacity of the high speed camera. Figure [7.18] shows that the sur-
face velocity already decreases significantly within this time period. Starting close
to uexpsur f , it converges over time to the bulk velocity.
This preliminary result further encourages the use of 70 µm glass spheres as an
inexpensive and easy to use tracer for the surface velocity. It provides a new exper-
imental approach to investigate the wind induced forcing on the viscous boundary
layer and can be used to determine the local friction velocity u∗.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Outlook
Previous analysis shows that precipitation reaction imaging is a powerful technique
to observe near-surface flow for air-sea interactions. Further improvements are how-
ever necessary to establish themethod andmake quantitative analysis possible. This
chapter summarises the experimental results and suggests measures to further im-
prove the quality of the obtained data.
8.1 Conclusion
A new two-dimensional imaging method has been developed which can be used
to investigate gas transfer and the footprints of near-surface turbulence at the air-
water interface. The underlying concept is a precipitation reaction of one reagent,
present in excess in the water body, and the reaction partner introduced into the air-
space. The reaction is controlled by the gas supply and leads to an accumulation of
microscopic particles at thewater surface. The precipitate at the surface is observable
due to the scattering of light from a suitable illumination source.
Different chemical systems were tested to implement this idea. Experiments
with CO2 as air-sided reactant provide qualitative evidence for the slow reaction
rate of CO2 in water and its dependency on the pH value. Moreover, this makes
the experimental conditions hard to control, which was also encountered during
experimentation using SO2. Best results were achieved using the chemical system
with AgNO3 in the water body and a controlled influx of HCl gas. The solubility
product of the reaction, Ksp = 1.77× 10−10, is sufficiently small and the salt AgCl
precipitates. Due to a suitable choice of the reactants concentrations, the reaction
takes place directly at the water surface. The diffusivity as well as the sedimentation
speed of this tracer are found to be very low, leading to a high effective Schmidt
number. The tracer therefore stays at the water surface and provides a sensitive
indicator for convergence and divergence fields at the interface.
Only small concentrations of the gas can be used in order to avoid a sinkage
of the reaction plane (cf. section 2.4). Analysing already small amounts of precip-
itate with a high spatial and temporal resolution, sets high demands on the exper-
imental setup. During experiments at the Heidelberg Linear Wind-Wave Tunnel (cf.
section 4.1.2) the individual components of the setup were optimized. The main
experimental challenge arises from the fact that the scattered light from the tracer
and reflections from the water surface have the same wavelength and polarization.
Direct reflections can be avoided by the use of point-like illumination sources. A
combination of two lasers with cylindrical lenses is used to provide a sufficiently
strong and homogeneous illumination field (cf. section 4.2.1). They are triggered
together with a fast and low-noise camera (cf. section 4.2.3), observing a surface
patch of (7.3× 11.7)cm2 with a spatial resolution of 61 µm and frame rate of 100Hz.
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The absorption dye tartrazine is necessary to block the influence that tracer particles
present in the water bulk have on the image (cf. section 4.2.2).
The precipitation reaction imaging method (PRIM) was used for systematic labo-
ratory experiments under a large range of environmental conditions. Measurements
for eight different wind speeds, covering friction velocities from 0.21 cms to 1.49
cm
s ,
were conducted simultaneously at two fetch lengths 120 cm and 220 cm. The ob-
servations are compared to provided data of active thermography (cf. section 3.1.1)
and boundary layer imaging (cf. section 3.1.2) as well as to experiments with glass
spheres as macroscopic flow tracers (cf. section 3.3). While all methods visualize the
same underlying flow structures, their main difference is the Schmidt number of the
respective tracer (cf. section 2.3). With Sc = O(106) for PRIM, the diffusivity of the
tracer is negligible for all conditions compared to the surface flow. The method is
therefore an excellent indicator for convergence strength with a much higher sensi-
tivity than the established techniques.
This allows a detailed analysis of the formation and temporal evolution of shear
induced surface patterns. A strong fetch dependency for the onset of specific flow
mechanisms has been observed. For a given fetch, a higher friction velocity is found
to increase the convergence strength and intensify the specific flow patterns. Foot-
prints of Langmuir circulations and microscale breaking events in the associated
characteristic regimes (cf. section 2.5.5) can also clearly be identified in the data.
Qualitative comparison of PRIM imagery with BLI and infrared images show a
close resemblance between the flow patterns. With a higher Schmidt number how-
ever, observed streaks are more clearly separated and show a more pronounced
structure (cf. section 7.3). Accumulations of the PRIM tracer show a fine structure,
making it possible to resolve the convergence strength within a streak.
There remain however serious difficulties which emerge when using the PRIM
technique with a growing wave field. Higher surface curvature leads to shadowing
and lensing effects in the image data, making it harder to identify the tracer and
the underlying turbulent footprints. Despite extensive investigation using various
image processing techniques, the quality of the data could not be improved signifi-
cantly (cf. section 6.2.3).
Macroscopic tracer particles (Sc → ∞) are observed to to be not as sensitive to
surface convergence due to their non-negligible penetration into the viscous bound-
ary layer. They are however found to be a suitable tracer to determine the surface
velocity. Results from a particle tracking approach are in good agreement with the-
oretical predictions and previous measurements (cf. section 7.5). This technique
therefore provides a previously unused and easily applicable measure for the mo-
mentum transport and the influence of the wind induced shear stress on the viscous
boundary layer. Furthermore, the macroscopic tracer can be used for detailed anal-
ysis of secondary flow patterns which play an important role in annular wind wave
tunnels.
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8.2 Outlook
The focus of this thesis was set on the development of the previously untried precip-
itation reaction imaging method and a more detailed quantitative evaluation of the
obtained flow patterns is yet to be done. The qualitative analysis within the course of
this work however already provides new insights in the formation of shear induced
flow patterns. Quantifying these effects would provide a valuable contribution to
our understanding of small scale air-sea interactions. PRIM provides a powerful tool
to investigate the individual footprints of shear induced turbulence and the strong
tendency of the tracer to accumulate in the most prominent convergence zone. This
makes it easy to determine the dominant flowmechanism. With suitable calibration,
the intensity, thickness and fine structure of the streaks can be used to determine the
local convergence strength. This is expected to provide a reasonable lower bound
for the local transfer velocity.
Difficulties however remain in the high wind regime where refraction light cor-
rupts the tracer signal in the image data. Great effort has been done to overcome this
issue but it was not possible to separate the tracer signal from the reflecting surface.
Other methods in the visible spectrum like BLI and LIF use fluorescent tracers to
overcome this issue. Although no suitable chemical system with a fluorescent pre-
cipitate could be found within the course of this work, it may be a subject to further
investigation. The usage of (hyper-)spectral imaging provides a promising approach
since it is commonly used to classify different materials (Chang, 2003). Moreover, si-
multaneous slope measurements of the investigated surface patch could possibly be
used to exclude the contribution due to the surface curvature. It is however not clear
how the presence of the precipitate would affect optical water wave measurements.
Simultaneous measurements of PRIM with active thermography are needed to
quantify the observations in section 7.3. The chemical system of BLI and PRIM are
not compatible in their current form since HCl affects the pH value. An idea would
be to combine the methods, for example by using a fluorescent dye to visualize the
acidification in the boundary layer due to HCl influx, analogous to the alkaline am-
monia (cf. section 3.1.2). Measurements with PRIM in theAeolotronwere not feasible
for practical reasons. With a water volume of 18m3 more than 3 kg of AgNO3 would
be necessary to reach the Ag+ concentration that was used in the smaller facility. En-
vironmental and financial factors considered, this experiment was outside the scope
of this work.
PRIM is however expected to work well in annular facilities. While the tracer
particles accumulate at the beach of a linear facility, an unlimited fetch would allow
them to remain at the interface. Since the precipitate could accumulate at the water
surface over time, this might allow for the usage of considerably lower concentra-
tions of the reactants.
Further improvements to the chemical system could possibly be achieved by sub-
stituting HCl with hydrogen bromide (HBr). The reaction product silver bromide
(AgBr) has an considerably lower solubility product of: Ksp = 5.35× 10−13 (Haynes,
2016). A potential drawback could be the even higher photosensitivity of AgBr. This
was however not found to be a problem within the course of this work.
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Appendix A
Spectroscopic Analysis of Tracer
Particles
Studies of the tracer particles under a scanning electron microscope were possible
thanks to the support of NIKON Metrology. The histograms show the quantity of
specific elements obtained by the energy spectrum of the scattered electrons at the
denoted pixel.
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